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Preface

This Occasional Paper aims to provide a relatively comprehensive
introduction to an important discussion taking place nationally on issues

relating to both higher education finance and quality. The intent is to
accurately articulate the issues raised in this national debate and, where

possible, relate it to the experience in California. Because many of these

issues are both important and relatively new concepts in the higher education
policy debate, in the interests of clarity and accuracy this report relies heavily

and dfrectly on the recent national literature covering these topics. As
evidenced by the extent to which their text appears in this report, the author is

particularly indebted to two excellent articles published elsewhere. The first,

prepared as part of the Pew Charitable Trust's Higher Education Research
Project, is titled "The Lattice and the Ratchet." The second is an article by

William Massy and Andrea Wilger entitled "Productivity in Postsecondary

Education: A New Approach," published in the Winter 1992 issue of
Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis.

For readers interested in exploring the issues raised in this report in greater

detail, the author especially reconimends the broad body of work produced by
the Pew Charitable Trust, Robert Zemsky and William Massy.
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Section 1. Introduction

IGH:ER education in California faces the last decade of this century in a state of
unparalleled crisis. The reasons are apparent. Unrelenting population growth and the
birth of the information age are combining to drive enrollment demand to historic highs,

the State's financing system is structurally ill-equipped to meet higher education's needs because

of expenditure growth in competing programs that enjoy statutory or constitutional funding

protection; and a three year recession, with no end in sight, continues to compound and obscure
the budgetary pressure caused by the first two factors.

But there may be yet another force at work. Despite deep funding cuts over the past three years,

there is still the sense among some that higher education's costs rose faster than necessary prior to

the current budget crisis, and might possibly still be too high. At the very least, there is frustration

in some quarters that funds expended in higher education are not being deployed consistent with

the state's highest priorities. Right or wrong, these perceptions are not unique to California, as

Dr. Jim Mingle, Executive Director of the State Higher Education Executive Officers Association

(SHEE0) pointed out recently: "There is a persistent problem that nags at higher education. It is

the increasing cost of the enterprise, and in the views of some observers, its declining
effectiveness, especially with undergraduates. In the words of one of the participants of our

seminar, "Students seem to be paying more and getting less."

At any rate, and regardless of how much California's higher education systems currently spend to

accomplish their missions, population growth and the current budget crisis both make it apparent

that the need to contain costs and enhance productivity will be high priorities in all three public

segments for the foreseeable future. Any businessperson knows that whether the goal is to reduce

organizational slack or to cope with long-term revenue shortfalls, the strategies are the same: to

reduce costs and increase productivity, while preserving and where possible enhancing

institutional performance and dynamism. In recognition of these trends, this Occassional Paper
describes the current thinking in the national literature on the subject of cost-containment and

productivity in higher education. Based upon this literature, Beyond Business as Usual presents a

framework for characterizing the major factors driving higher education costs, outlines potentially

promising areas to pursue in identifying cost-containment and resource reallocation strategies, and

provides examples of several colleges and universities across the country that are not only

significantly reducing costs, but in doing so are actually improving institutional performance. But

first, the following two sections briefly outline the history and evolution of California's public
higher education system, as well as the major budgetary and demographic challenges facing it in

the future.

iMingle, Jim. The Dynamics of Academic Productivity, (Denver: State Higher Education Executive Officers

Association), March 1990, (Foreword).

California linearch Bureau Pa;e.



Section 2. History and Missions of
California Higher Education

IN order to relate California's experience to the broader national context, it is important to

begin with a sound understanding of the major historical developments and current

organization missions that have shaped the form of California's public higher education

system over the years. The following paragraphs from a recent staff report prepared for the
Assembly Higher Education Committee provide an excellent summary of these issues:2

"University of California
"Like many public universities in other states, the University of California began with its

Berkeley campus as a federal land-grant institution. In exchange for the federal land given

to the state to establish a university, the university was required to conduct and
disseminate research in the agricultural and mechanical sciences. As a result, even today
agricultural research is the largest area of state-fimded UC research, and the cooperative

extension service (which links California agriculture to UC research) and related programs

are the largest component of the University's public service budget.

Although the federal land grant provided the impetus for its creation, UC began as a
comprehensive institution with undergraduate and graduate programs in the liberal arts

and sciences. The initial agricultural research mission broadened quickly as universities

throughout the country embarked on more intensive (and better funded) efforts to expand

the frontiers and applications of knowledge

Unlike the California State University and the community colleges, no overriding or
preeminent mission has ever been articulated for the University of California in any of the

iterations of the Master Plan. Rather, the mission statement for UC has focused on areas

in which it holds exclusive or near-exclusive responsibility: doctoral education,
postbaccalaureate professional training in medicine, law dentistry, and veterinary medicine,

and state-supported research. Undergraduate and graduate instruction in other academic
and professional sutject areas are also part of the University's mission. Although the
relative emphasis on the various functions has shifted toward research over time, UC's

mission has remained essentially unchanged as the State's higher education framework

developed.

California State University
From the establishment of the San Jose Normal School in 1857 up until 1935, California

operated teacher colleges (originally called "Normal Schools") to tra:- elementary and
secondary instructors. Legislation in 1935 renamed these institutions "State Colleges"

(now State Universities) and authorized them to grant the baccalaureate degree in liberal

arts fields. The State Colleges, operating under the State Board of Education until

2Assembly Higher Education Committee. "Discussion Paper #1: Mission and Function," MasterPlan for Higher

Education in Focus, 1993.

(*alihritig Roermilt Burt;au. Pry;e 3,



codification of the 1960 Master Plan, gradually evolved into comprehensive regional
institutions actively involved not only in teacher training, but in meeting the state's
growing demand for expanded access to undergraduate degree programs.

With the University of California already charged with offering undergraduate education

as the State's public univeisity system, why was a second system created, rather than

simply expanding UC? Largely because CSU did not emerge at once as a ftill-fledged
university; rather, the number and scope of its campuses 'nci-ementaily throughout

the first half of this century. Although UC acquired its Los it.,geles and Santa Barbara

campuses from the State College system, in 1943 the Regents rejected the possibility of

merging the two systems. Sentiment within the State Colleges was not much more

positive and in 1946 the State Constitution was amended to prohibit the transfer of any

school or college from the State Board of Education to any other authority.

In 1955, a study commissioned by the legislature recommended that the State Colleges be

permitted to grant the master's degree. The 1960 Master Pian reaffirmed and codified this

recomr. .:ndation, and further authorized the colleges to grant the doctorate jointly with

UC (later, with independent institutions as well). Instruction was to be the primary

function of CSU, with doctoral programs and instructionally-related research as

authorized activities

The 1989 Master Plan broadened the mission of CSU considerably. The new assignments

included a "broad responsibility to the public good and welfare of the state," and

"programs of public service" for students and faculty. The state committed itself to

finance research related to the institution's instruction and public service missions. An

effort by CSU to secure authority to independently award the doctorate in education,

however, was rejected.

Although CSU's mission has shifted over time for some faculty and campus presidents,

undergraduate education and teacher training remain the core functions of the institution

California Community Colleges
The legislature in 1907 authorized high school districts to offer lower division coursework

in order to serve students who could not attend a baccalaureate institution. The first

community college (then called junior college) was established in Fresno three years later,

in large measure because the nearest four-year institution was geographically inaccessible

(University of the Pacific in Stockton). Within a decade after the enactment of the

enabling legislation, nearly 20 school districts were offering general education, vocational,

and remedial coursework thr ough community colleges.

By 1960, the state's network ofcommunity colleges had expanded in number to include 63

campuses, in scope to include adult education and community service courses, and in

service population to include a large proportion of adults as well as traditional college-age

students. The 1960 Master Plan affirmed the diverse missions of the community colleges,

but placed new emphasis on transfer education It also recommended an increase in the

Odilorgiu Ri'seartjt nureart
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service area of community colleges to cover the entire territory of the state In doing so,
the Master Plan placed community colleges at the core of Califorma's commitment to
universal access to higher education; community colleges were to be accessible (through
open admissions, geographic proximity, and no fees) to every Californian interested in
postsecondary educational opportunities.

The 1989 Master Plan defined lower division and vocational education as the primary
missions of the community colleges, with instruction in basic skills, English as a second
language, community service, and adult education as "essential and important functions."
Responsibility for adult education is shared with secondary schools."3

California's Relationship to Higher Education Nationally
Higher education leaders in California often observe that their systems are unique to any other
college or university system operating in America -- and in many ways they are correct. The size

and complexity of California's three public higher education systems are unmatched anywhere else

in the country. The breadth and scope of degree offerings, the wide diversity of courses and
programs, the enormity of the research and teacher preparation programs, and the sheer numbers
of students are all unprecedented in American history. As individual systems, and when taken as a
whole, it is certainly fair to say that on many levels California higher education is unique and thus

not comparable with higher education systems in other states.

Yet at the same time, California's colleges and universities are in many ways typical of the
American collegiate landscape. On individual campuses, at the department and unit levels,
California's colleges and universities have much in common with institutions across the country.

Funding for faculty salaries is based upon compensation surveys of "comparable" institutions in

other states; faculty and campus leadership are recruited from national candidate pools; tuition

levels are often compared to national averages of comparable institutions; athletic teams compete

at the national level; and administrators, faculty, and staff all belong to national academic and
professional associations, where ideas are shared and national networks are built. While at the
mega-organizational level California higher education is certainly unique, at the departmental level
California's colleges and universities are as much a product of the national academic culture as

they are the product of anything intrinsic to California.

Thus, while California higher education may be completely unique as to size, scope, and in the
specifics of its organizational structure, at the departmental level its growth and evolution have
broadly mirrored national patterns. For example, recent work conducted by California
Postsecondary Education Commission (CPEC) indicates that faculty distribute their time between
research and instruction at UC very similarly to faculty at other research universities nationally.4

Likewise, studies have shown that for both UC and CSU, in areas as diverse as faculty retirement

patterns, average time-to-degree, faculty hiring and promotional practices, and average per-
student instructional costs, their experiences are more reflective of national norms than they are

3Ibid.
4California Postsecondary Education Commission Expenditures for University Instruction: A Report to the
Governor and Legislature in Response to Supplemental Report Language to the 1991 Budget Act, (Sacramento:
The Commission), 1993.

( 'afilarnia 'Research Bureau Pa.
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strikingly different

One major historical development in which California higher education clearly reflected major
national trends was described by Frank Newman in Teaching Undergraduates: "One can describe
American higher education as having gone through two historic phases. The first, which lasted

until the late 19th century, was focused on the development of character and the transmission of
knowledge; the second and current period is dominated by research and the generation of new

knowledge."

He continues: "With the creation of ..cornpetitive grant systems for research and scholarship

immediately after World War II...the American research university developed. The result was an

academic pecking order with the great private universities at the top, followed by the great public

research universities, the comprehensive universities, the liberal arts colleges, the four-year public

institutions, and finally the community colleges."5

Through the mission differentiation contained in the MasterPlan, the rest of the nation views
California as having its "pecking order" defined as precisely as anyone. Couple this with UC's

unparalleled research breakthroughs and its management of the Los Alamos and Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratories, and it is easy to see why California is seen as the very

embodiment of these historic national developments in public higher education. In fact,
California's tripa-tite system has worked so well for so long that it has come to be seen as a model

to be emulated, not so much by other states because of their smaller size, but by numerous other

nations 6

Summary

The question now facing California is whether it will be possible to maintain the current system as

it has evolved, while at the same time accommodating needed growth at historic levels of funding.

A recent study of California higher education, conducted by the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development, identified this as the critical issue facing educators and policy

makers in this state.

"The Californian higher education system is recognised throughout the OECD world7 as a

bold blueprint for providing widespread post-secondary education while preserving the

separate missions of the three types ofpublic institutions -- the Community Colleges, the
State University and the University of California. It seeks to reconcile populist with elitist

institutions, access with success, equality with excellence, and the market with the state in

developing educational solutions to political, social, and economic problems.

5Newman, Frank. Teaching Undergraduates, ed. Bruce Kimball, 1988.
6Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. Reviews of National Policies for Education: Higher

Education in California, (Paris, France: OECD), 1990.
7OECD is an international organization committed to promoting economic development and world trade among its

member nations. Member nations include: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,

Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden,

Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

(.aliftirnitt Research.Blqout, . 6 .



"The most significant feature of the California system is the established collective
commitment to provide places in public institutions at comparatively low cost to students,

a policy which has permitted social and professional integration of the successive waves of
immigrants. For such a policy (to continue to work), the choice of a public financial

strategy which can meet the growing educational needs is essential. Competition for
public funds between education sectors as well as with other social needs are increasing
(The central issue now facing California is whether) the sum of these admirable ambitions

may be greater than that of public willingness to vote their necessary fiinds."8

The following section addresses this central issue

8Reviews of National Policies for Education: Higher Education in California, op. cit.
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Section 3. The Clear and Present Challenge:
Growth, Diversity, and Deficits

N spite of the proud history of higher education in California, the challenges facing the three

public systems are mounting at an alarming rate in both number and scope. As a result, it is
becoming increasingly clear that either the systems must together find new ways to

accomplish the sum of their various missions, or long-term funding limitations will make it

necessary to either implicitly or explicitly scale back the state's educational goals

Demographic Inevitabilities
Students, More Students, and Still More Students
As described earlier, each of California's three public higher education systems has individual
admissions standards defined in the Master Plan for Higher Education. Due to the budget crisis
there are now numerous proposals which aim in various ways to shifi enrollment demand between

the systems into more economical configurations. Notwithstanding these proposals, there is still

little debate that, when taken together, the three systems should still aspire to accommodate and
provide educational services, in some manner or other, to all adult residents able and willing to

benefit from instruction. While there may be some efficiencies to be gained by rearranging the

mix of total enrollment demand between the systems, unless the state wants to consider changing
the fundamental assumption of open access somewhere in the system, then current population
projections imply tremendous enrollment growth in California's public higher education system

over the next 15 years.

"There is a broad statewide consensus that as a result of both population growth and the evolving

demands of the state's economy, California should be planning to accommodate about 800,000
additional college students by the year 2005 than at present. But instead of planning for
desperately needed expansion, ongoing budget cuts are now forcing higher education to examine

the need to reduce enrollment and maybe even close some existing campuses in future years."9

Just to put these estimates in perspective, the projected net enrollment growth of 800,000

students is larger than the total current college enrollment in all but one other state.10 Even if
California was to deny access to half of these future eligible students -- a full 400,000 -- the
remaining enrollment increase of 400,000 would still be larger than the total current enrollment in

all but six states.

The Imperative of Diversification
Not only is California's population growing at a rapid rate, but the racial/ethnic composition of its

population is diversifying even faster. By the year 2000, California will be the first mainland state

whose population has no absolute racial/ethnic majority. And since the population distribution of
non-White Californians is weighted toward younger age groups, the effects of these changes are

being felt in California's educational system earlier and more profoundly than in many other parts

of society. "In many respects the future is now. In the Los Angeles Unified School District, 80

9Education Roundtable, The. The Golden State at Risk: A Joint Statement on the Crisis Facing California Higher

Education, (Sacramento: The Commission) 1993, p. 3.
1°U.S. Department of Educatioh. Education Statistics, 1992, p. 188.
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distinct languages are now spoken, and over the next 15 years only 15 percent of the new workers

entering the work force will be White males Fully 85 percent of the net additions to the work
force will be women and non-White males -- many of them recent immigrants."I

As the Education Roundtable has stated: "Without question, these students deserve at least the

same education opportunities provided to previous generations, and preserving the health of
California's economy probably requires more...Our fiaure as a state -- and as a nation -- literally

depends on it. Our society has evolved to the point where it is now obvious that ideas, and the

ability to develop and articulate them, will be to nations in the twenty-first century what oil,

timber, and steel were to countries in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

"The bitter irony is that the current crisis is emerging just as the K-12 school reforms of the 1980s
begin to bear fruit. At precisely the time that more and more school children are working and

studying harder to improve themselves through education, and at just the time when these

students are coming from more diverse racial/ethnic backgrounds, society is applauding them with

one hand and slamming the college door shut with the other. Now more than ever, it is

imperative that California deliver on its historic promise of high-quality and affordable education

for all those capable and willing to benefit."12

The Never-Ending Budget Ax
In spite of this obvious and compelling need to expand educational opportunities, "Whether we

choose to recognize it or not, for the past several years Californians have been making the

decision to slowly dismantle their world renowned higher education system."13

From the point of view of the higher education establishment, the Education Roundtable

described the scope of the problem in a recent joint statement entitled The Golden State at Risk

"Like a beautiful building that is not properly maintained, California's higher education

system is still more or less intact, but the telltale signs of decline are all around us Fewer

class sections, larger class size, huge tuition increases, faculty layoffs, elimination of
departments, and declining enrollment in the face of dramatic population growth are just a

few examples of the pervasive forces at work. No one in higher education is exempt from

these destructive pressures. The four systems which make up California's higher

education system -- the independent colleges and universities, the University of California,

the California State University, and the California Community Colleges -- whether through

student financial aid or direct appropriations, are all facing substantial and ongoing

reductions in State support.

"If these trends continue, the immediate result will be a diminished pool of college

graduates (and by extension, high skill workers), despite a rapidly growing population.

The long-term effect will be to see high-quality instruction and unprecedented research
efforts sink into mediocrity. The implications of a systematic decline in both the size and

11The Golden State at Risk, op. cit., p. 4.
12rbid.

p. 2
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skill-level of the State's labor force are obvious, as are the implications of allowing
California to lose its reputation as the world's leader in high-tech research and innovation
Simply stated, by allowing the slow erosion of higher education, California's economic

future is being placed in serious jeopardy."14

The Big Squeeze:
13 Higher Education's Vulnerability as a Non-Protected Budget Category

Many experts, such as the State Department of Finance and the Commission on State Finance

(COSF), now believe that the current economic climate is only exacerbating a deeper structural
imbalance between state revenues and expenditures. As one legislative leader noted during last

year's budget crisis, the state could eliminate all public universities, all prisons, both the legislative
and executive branches of government, and still not cover the current-year budget deficit. This
view maintains that we are not experiencing a primarily recession-induced deficit; that at its core,

this budget crisis is structural and not "ical

In 1991 the COSF projected annual state budget deficits through the rest of the decade, even in
the event of immediate economic recovery and consistent growth thereafter. Needless to say,
California did not experience immediate economic recovlry in 1991, and as a result these
projections are now probably underestimates. At any rate, COSF projects that state deficits will

persist throughout the 1990s, with a $5-7 billion single-year deficit projected for the year 2001.15.
The State Department of Finance has agreed with the general direction of these trends, except

that it has projected even higher structural deficits. This basic mismatch between projected

revenues and expenditures is shown graphically in the display presented on the next page.

The reasons for these grim forecasts are fairly obvious and their implications for higher education
have been outlined repeatedly over the years in various CPEC studies. Specifically, those groups

most in need of state services -- namely the young and senior citiz.ens -- are growing rapidly,
while population among working-age persons is declining as a proportion of the total population.
At the same time, most areas of the state budget enjoy statutory or constitutional protection of
base funding, with guaranteed funding for increases related to caseload growth. These increases
are required either in statute or the constitution, whether or not state revenues are available to pay
for the programs. The result is that it is nearly impossible to significantly adjust funding levels in
constitutionally protected programs, and while there is more willingness to look at statutorily
protected programs now than in previous years, as a practical matter they are still far more
difficult to adjust than completely unprotected programs. Since the university systems are among
the few remaining areas of the budget where funding levels are not somehow guaranteed, higher
education is extremely vulnerable to disproportionate and ongoing cuts in response to annual
budget deficits. (The Commission; 1992)16 "Ominously, that portion of the state budget
committed to legally protected programs is expected to reach 100 percent of total projected

revenues within ten years. According to these forecasts, by the end of the decade no state

3.

15Commission on State Finance. Long-Range General Fuld and Expenditure Forecast: 1990-2000, (Sacramento:
COSF), 1991.
16California Postsecondary Education Commission. Prospects and Methods for Financing California Higher
Education. (Sacramento: The Commission), March 1992.
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resources will be left to finance unprotected programs such as higher education In fact, these

trends are already well under way Between 1984-85 and 1992-93, a period that includes several
good budget years, the percentage of state general funds devoted to higher education fell from

15 5 percent of the budget to 11.4 percent."17

Projected Expenditure Growth

in Major St. Budget Categories 1989-2001

Ave. Annual %Growth

18.0%

,

16.0% Projected Revenues

14.0%

12.0% 1=1

10.0%

8.0%

6.0%

4.0%

2.0%

0.0%

Percentages are estimated average annual percentage
changes in caseload driven expenditures. No adjustments
have been made for increases related to inflation or
anticipated program improvements.
Source: Commission on State Finance and CPEC.

Projection: Deficit After Deficit,
At Least Through the 1990's
While there is room for debate, there are
strong indicators that imply that the current
budget crisis is long-term, structural, and not
primarily a result of the recession. To the
extent that this assessment is accurate, then is

it unrealistic to expect that basic structural
imbalances now built into the state's financing
system will disappear entirely with economic
recovery. Instead, without significant tax
increases, reform of the state budgeting
process, and/or a fundamental change in state
spending patterns, then the past three budget
years may be typical of what California can
expect for the rest of the decade

In fact, the depth and longevity of the current
budget crisis have already pushed California
higher education well down the cost-
containment road, but up to this point it has
not been a particularly thoughtful or forward
looking path. Not only have recent state
budget reductions placed intense pressure on

higher education, but the manner in which these cuts have been absorbed has also contributed to a

situation that was unthinkable just a few years ago. Short of making basic changes in its manner

of operation, higher education has either already or shortly will become unable to accommodate
all eligible students. One-time cuts are by definition limited; hiring freezes cannot continue
forever, maintenance cannot be deferred permanently, early retirement programs are a short-term

fix, and fees cannot rise by 40 percent every year. Worse yet, a broad reliance on across-the-

board cuts has sent all the wrong messages to institutions and individual departments: it says that

the crisis is short-term; that priorities and hard choices will not be made; and that units and
departments should maximize their expenditures now and in the future as a hedge against the

effect of possible future across-the-board reductions.

In sum, these cost-cutting measures have been decidedly short-term and crisis-oriented. More
importantly, they do nothing to strategically position higher education for coping with either the

enrollment pressure or the long-term state "revenue diet" that is now being anticipated.

17Ibid. 1 4
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Summary: Given Current Policy Commitments,
Additional Resources Will Be Needed Even If Costs Are Reduced

Regardless of the need to pursue promising opportunities for achieving new efficiencies and long-

term cost-containment, the sheer weight of population growth and its associated enrollment
demand will require that additional resources be made available to higher education in the future

800,000 additional students cannot be accommodated within current funding levels, no matter

which system they attend for lower-division instruction. But even though enrollment pressure will
legitimately require real funding increases, it is also highly unlikely that California will be able to

finance that growth in the manner to which higher education has become accustomed. This is

likely to be true even if the recession ends tomorrow and the structural deficiencies in the state's

financing system are corrected immediately.

These dual pressures have created some contention in the higher education policy debate because

the cases for increasing funding and containing costs are both true, but at a superficial level

appear for some to be in conflict. But they are both true. Unrelenting enrollment pressure will

necessitate that additional resources be made available to higher education in the coming years;

but with or without economic recovery and/or state finance reform, this same enrollment pressure

will also dictate a new imperative: that higher education find ways to do more with each dollar it

receives. As John Ashcroft, the Missouri governor who headed the Governor's Task Force on
College Quality noted: "We need not just more money for higher education, we need more

education for the money."18

r
. ,

tJ
18Ashcroft, John. National Governor's Association; Washington, D.C., 1986
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Section 4. Higher Education Finance Made Simple

THE specific budgetary methods used to determine financing levels for California's university

systems are technical and somewhat arcane,19 but broadly speaking the major vadeoffs at
work in these deliberations can be thought of in terms uf a relatively simple formula.

1

State General Fund Appropriation +
Unrestricted Non-Stat e Funds (prianatily tuition and unrestricted endowments)=

Full-Time Equivalent ovrp Enrollment X cost per FTE Student

While this characterization is too general to capture all dimensions of the financing puzzle

confronting state decision makers, it is nevertheless a useful approach for identifying and

categorizing the broad strategies available to state and higher education leaders. Simply stated,

governmental appropriations (primarily State General Fund) and unrestricted non-state revenues

(primarily tuition) must together equal a system's total FTE enrollment multiplied by its average

cost per FTE student.

Despite efforts to keep the finance equation as simple as possible, the scope of research activities

conducted at the University of California necessitates some additional discussion as to what is

included in its "Cost per FTE Student " While "Cost per FTE Student" is a fair proxy for real

student instructional costs at t le State University, it is not so simple at the University of

California.

Because of the unique research mission at UC, much more is necessarily embedded in the "Cost

per FTE Student" component of its finance equation. Externally funded research money is

completely excluded from the above equation; but still, these vast resources are not spent in a

vacuum. It takes a significant amount of faculty time to conduct research and spend the external

research grants. The University of California recently estimated that approximately 46 percent of

faculty time could be reasonably attributed to non-instructionally related research or public service

activities.20 While sponsored research is generally funded from non-state money, the timefaculty

devote to research (as with their other duties) is financed mainly through salary funds provided by

the state in the "Instruction" line-item of the University's general fund appropriation. In addition,

a significant amount of funding for nrm-sponsored research (often referred to as departmental

research) is also provided from the General Fund in the "Instruction" line-item. The same is also

true for some of the support and administrative overhead costs related to these non-instructional

activities, although they are accounted for in different line-items.

19Because of their multiple revenue sources and Proposition 98 protections, the community colleges are excluded

from this discussion, although it applies fully with regard to analysis of student fee and expenditure issues. For a

more complete discussion of commuMty college finance, as well as a more comprehensive description of the

financing mechanisms used for the university systems, see: Prospects and Methods for Financing California

Higher Education, op. cit..
20The Cost of University Instruction, op. cit.
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As a result, the "Cost per FTE Student" component of the University's finance equation is not so
much a proxy for per-student "instructional costs" as it is a broad per capita measure of all general

campus operations funded through either student fees or the General Fund. As the following
equation shows, the University of California's "Cost per FTE Student" can be seen as having
several critical subcomponents, some of which are completely unrelated to instruction:

TLC. "Cost per FTE Student"

(Actual "Instructional and Related" Expenditures +
State-Funded Faculty Compensation for Non-Instructional Activities +

State-Funded Departmental Research Expenditures +
State-Funded Administrative and Support Overhead for these Non-Instructional Activities)

FTE Enrollment

A sound understanding of both these instructional (for all three systems) and non-instructional
(for U.C.) sub-components of the "Cost per FTE Student" is central to identifying potential

alternatives for cost-containment or improving productivity.

Keeping in mind the complications introduced by the multiple missions of the University of

California, by returning to the original financing formula and taking it one step further, it is

possible to broadly characterize the four general strategies available to decision makers for
addressing fundamental imbalances in this equation. In fact, anyone working with higher
education budgets for the past several years will recognize that of the many approaches suggested

for dealing with the current budget crisis, nearly all can be easily identified as addressing one of

the four variables in this equation:

jaulutaateampriations Increase Student Char es

State General Fund Appropriation + Non-Government Funds (primarily tuition) =

Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Enrollment X Cost per FTE Student

Decrease Enrollment/Reduce Access Reduce Average per Student Costs

Given the cunent state budget crisis and significant ongoing enrollment pressure, it is probably

safe to assume that for the foreseeable future there is little chance that the state will be able to

fund current operations and enrollment growth at historic levels (see Section 3). For the
immediate crisis that leaves three remaining strategies for policy makers to consider in the effort

to balance the budget equation: l) increase student fees further, 2) reduce the number ofstudents

enrolled, or 3) reduce average per-student costs.

The California Postsecondary Education Commission spoke to the first of the remaining options

in a report released earlier this year. "(T)he State has charged the Commission to work with a
wide-ranging advisory group to develop recommendations for change in (student fee policies).

The Commission expects to submit its views later this year on a series of alternative student fee

and financial aid policies stemming from that project...Yet general agreement exists that
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continually raising student fees, regardless of building in protections of increased financial aid,

cannot by itself solve California's problem of adequately financing higher education "21

Thus, if increases in State General Fund appropriations and student tuition cannot be expected by

themselves to eliminate the apparent gap in needed funding, that makes the final two options

critical in efforts to balance higher education's collective budget. In fact, with regard to the third

strategy -- lower enrollment higher education's leaders are already seriously considering limiting

enrollment to levels below current demand projections. As yet there has been no explicit change

in policy, though administrative steps such as earlier application deadlines have the same effect

This should not be surprising, since limiting enrollment has a certain surface attractiveness for

institutional leaders: It enables campuses to accommodate a static or declining revenue base while

propping up, to the extent possible, current per-student expenditures. Because this approach has

the effect of spreaL;ing available funds over fewer students, it represents the least disruptive option

with regard to forcing changes in higher education's current instructional and general institutional

routine. As a budgetary strategy, limiting enrollment serves to preserve and protect the current

approach to institutional operations, albeit on a more limited scale.

However, of all available strategies, limiting enrollment is also probably the most disruptive for

the affected students, and may be the most disruptive with regard to California's long-term

economic and social health. The risks associated with reducing enrollment as a budgetary savings

strategy have led CPEC to state that: "(Reducing enrollment) would have such severe economic

and social consequences for CAfornia that even though some limits on enrollment may be

inevitable, given the depth of the state's budget crisis, for the long run it should be seen only as a

last resort after all strategies for raising revenues and reducing per-student costs have been

explored."22

By process of elimination we are led to the last of the available budgetary options -- reducing

average per-student costs. This option is the least popular to higher education leaders because it,

among all other options, carries with it the greatest threat of affecting the manner in which

institutions now carry out the day-to-day business of delivering instructional and other services.

Nevertheless, and as CPEC has pointed out: "(0)n the assumption that institutions may be able to

reduce per-student expenditures at least a bit without sacrificing quality, ...this alternative must be

carefully examined prior to systematically limiting student access in response to chronic budget

cuts."

However, at least at the University of California only three strategies, including reduced access,

are being recognized as viable approaches for coping with the current crisis. In recent testimony

presented to the Assembly Higher Education Committee, University officials explained: "For the

long term we have three options. Clearly the most desirable is that the State fund current

enrollment and the future growth needed to provide access. If that doesn't occur, as we stated

before, we will have no choice but to raise student fees or reduce enrollment, or do both."23

p 64.
22Ibid., p. 65.
23University of California. Testimony Presented to the AssemblyHigher Education Committee, October 20, 1992.
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That the fourth option was not addressed at all speaks volumes about relative institutional
priorities, as a recent Sacramento Bee editorial noted "Arthur Levine, editor of the higher
education journal Change, wrote a piece a few months ago in which he said that while 'preserving

access has frequently remained a rhetorical goal' when university budgets are threatened,
'maintaining morale has been a higher priority.' That means 'inconveniencing faculty...as little as

possible ' He compares that to a case of a foundering ship in which the captain announces that the

highest priority is saving the crew 'though .if time and resources permitted, every human effort

would be made to rescue the passengers ("24

These priorities are shaped partly by political pressures that make institutional leaders wary about

announcing the need to achieve long-term reductions in per-student expenditures, no matter how

inevitable they may be. Patrick Callan, executive director of the California Higher Education

Policy Center, frankly described these pressures: "The leader of a public institution who

concludes that state support will not grow at a rate sufficient to maintain past expenditure

patterns or to compensate for inadequate budgets of past years is not likely to receive kudos for

foresight Even if all trend lines point toward the need for internal savings and purposeful

reallocation, it is much easier -- and safer -- for presidents and governing boards to blame the

state for their financial woes and to hang their hopes on an upturn in the economy, tax increases,

or a more sympathetic governor and legislature than it is to risk alienating internal constituencies

by announcing plans for retrenchment."25 The result is the now familiar rite of seeing higher

education budget officers lurch from one crisis-driven budget process to the next, clinging

fervently to the hope that things will somehow return to normal next year. A secondary effect is

that almost no time is allowed for systematic long-range planning on how to fit the institution's

long-range projected expenditures into their long-term projected revenues.

In addition to internal political considerations, there are also well-founded concerns among higher

education's leaders that ill-conceived cost-containment strategies will be adopted that will result in

a deterioration ofinstitutional quality. While these concerns deserve careful consideration, the

experience in other states indicates that cost-containment efforts do not invariably result in a

degradation in academic quality, even among the most prestigious of public institutions. The

Director of the Office of Academic Planning at the University of Michigan made this point clearly

when she wrote that: "The natural reaction to the idea of managing or containing costs is a fear

of a reduction in quality. The University of Michigan has a long tradition as a comprehensive

research university of outstanding quality, and any potential threat to that quality is a legitimate

cause for concern. We have become convinced, however, that in many areas of the University's

operations there is an inverse relationship between cost and quality, so that cost-containment (and

even cost reduction) can go hand-in-hand with quality improvement."26

Thus this fourth option -- reducing average per-student expenditures -- assumes a central role in

24Schrag, Peter. "Priorities of Retrenchment," Sacramento Bee, February 24, 1993.
25Callan, Patrick M.. "Reflections on Cost Control in the Public and Private Sectors," in Policy Perspectives,

February 1991, p. 20B.
26Knepp, Marilyn G.. "Renewal in the 1990s: The University of Michigan Initiatives," New Directions for

Institutional Research, Fall 1992.



the discussion of how higher education might cope with the current fiscal crisis. The mounting
crisis in higher education and the prospect of another year of deep cuts argued persuasively that

the first California Research BureLu Occasional Paper focus on issues surrounding this fourth

option -- identifying strategies for reducing average per-student expenditures.
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Section 5. Are Higher Education's Costs Going Up?

ANY examination of the issues surrounding cost-containment must necessarily begin with

an analysis of the extent to which costs have increased in recent years, as well as an
exploration into the reasons behind any observed increases. This section addresses the

first of those two issues while Section 6 addresses the second.

Have Costs Risen Nationally?
There is a broad consensus that higher education costs have increased significantly in recent years,

at least at the national level. The available data indicate that between the years 1975-85 the cost

of operating an average college and university increased 23 percent faster than the rate of
inflation.27 In addition "there is little doubt that (this) cost rise has been the primary driver of

tuition,"28 at least nationally, where between 1980-1990 "tuition and fees increased by an average

of 9.5 percent annually, nearly twice the rate of inflation."29 To place these tuition increases in

context, they are significantly higher than growth in housing costs and even health care costs over

the same period.30 "At many research institutions, the growth in a variety of revenues not only

permitted an increase in faculty salaries but also a decrease in teaching loads. This reduction in

teaching loads, and the continued and growing use of teaching assistants in lieu of faculty, have

made the research universities frequent targets of recent criticisms."31

Have Costs Risen in California Public Higher Education?

Institutional Costs
In a recent analysis of per-student
expenditures for university
instruction in California, compared
to other institutions nationally,
CPEC found that as of 1989-90
the University of California and
the California State University had
higher per-student instructional
costs than most other public
"peer" institutions, as the
following displays show.32

Unfortunately, there is no means
to precisely assess how budget

Down*, of OW rena orl a Souiae q(MorAbrIazi Remorrh Um' . CarprogCaru of
hotmcooral kission ad Gmerol Open:mom

per FTESadot 198940

Note General Operations Cost is defined as total general expenditures, less separately
budgeted research and public service Cost of Instructional Mission is General Operations
Cost less administrative and support overhead expenses for non-instructional activities

Source California Postsecondary Education Commission.

27Pew Charitable Trusts. "Seeing Straight Through a Muddle," Policy Perspectives, September 1988, p. 2.

28m-assy, William and Andrea Wilger. "Productivity' in Postsecondary Education: A New Approach," Education

Evaluation and Policy Analysis, Winter 1992, p. 361.
29Thid.
301bid.

31Hauptman, Arthur M. Higher Education Finance Issues in the Early 1990s, Consortium for Policy Research in

Education (CPRE), Center for Research in Education Finance, June 1992, p. 12,

32Expenditures for University Instruction, op. cit.
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reductions since that time may have
affected California's relative
instructional expenditures in
comparison with other states
However, based upon national data
on state appropriations to higher
education from 1990-1992, CPEC
estimates that the gap between
university instructional expenditures
in California has narrowed, but that
the basic relationships seen in the
preceding graphs have not changed.
Unfortunately, it would be a major

Cav g'Instr.crxmal Masan per FIE Student at CSt arnpand Inth
Public Carprehensive Umw 'Imes 01 13 Megastates, 1989.90

Note Cost of Instructional Mission is General Operations Cost less adnurustrative and support
analytic effort to examine long-term overhead expenses for non-instructional activities

expenditure trends, because accurate Source Califorrua postsecondary Education Comrmwon

data on per-student expenditures over time are not readily available. Nevertheless, there are some

reasonable proxies that, however imprecise, may still provide some clues

One approach to estimate these long-term cost trends is simply to track changes over time for

those revenue sources that are responsible for financing the bulk of the instructional mission. In

fact, in an analysis conducted as part of CPEC's recent cost-of-instruction study, the Commission

tracked changes in student fee revenue and adjusted State General Fund revenue in just that way.

CPEC found that between 1970-71 and 1992-93, both the University of California and the
California State University experienced a 14 percent constant dollar increase in the amount of per-

student revenues available for expenditure on instructional activities. While a 14 percent per-

student increase in the revenues primarily dedicated to instruction does not necessarily mean that

there has been a 14 percent increase in per-student instructional costs, it is an important indicator,

and would be consistent with instructional expenditure data compiled nationally for other

institutions.

Finally, since faculty compensation
accounts for the lion's share of
irstructional costs, it is difficult to
see how UC and CSU could remain
nationally competitive with regard
to faculty salaries and
student/faculty ratios (as they have)
without their expenditure profiles
simultaneously reflecting the
national trends outlined earlier. (see
Display to the right)
Besides, even if California is
bucking the national trend and costs
have not increased, it does not
necessarily follow that past cost
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stability means that there is no chance of finding new efficiencies or identifying areas where

expenditures could be responsibly contained, especially given the alternatives in a protracted fiscal

crisis.

Student Costs
With regard to students' educational costs, significant tuition33 increases have certainly become a

regular feature of California's annual budget process. "On March 19, 1993, the Regents increased

annual, full-time, undergraduate student fees from $2,824 to $3,819 -- a 36.7 percent increase."34

If implemented, this increase means that from 1980-81 to 1993-94 average resident student

charges at the University of California will have grown from $776 to $3,819, a whopping 492

percent increase.35 If current proposals adopted by the CSU Trustees on March 17, 1993 are
implemented, student charges will have increased in this system from $226 to $1,788 over the
same thirteen-year period, a 791 percent rate of increase. Because the base for tuition levels in
the community colleges was essentially zero in 1980, statistical comparisons are not especially

meaningful. However, an annual tuition level averaging $100 was authorized in 1985, increased

to $300 in 1992, and numerous proposals are currently being considered that would increase this

amount again by as much as a factor of three.

However, in contrast to national trends, tuition increases in California higher education have not

resulted from efforts to increase institutional spending, but rather have resulted from attempts to
maintain historic expenditure levels in the face of ongoing state budget cuts, The 1993-94 budget

year will be no exception. If currently proposed tuition hikes are enacted, these increases will

mark the fourth straight year that university students and their families will be asked to offset

reductions in state support by paying significantly higher tuition. Tuition increases levied since

1990 already backfill more than $500 million a year in reduced state appropriations.36

In response to questions about the recently proposed tuition increases at UC and CSU, Patrick

Callan noted. "Its almost become an annual ritual, everyone cries these big crocodile tears and yet

there is still a knee-jerk reaction to turn to the students. Allowing fees to go up way too fast has

helped institutions from having to be more productive."37

As the Sacramento Bee reported on March 13 of this year, "The State's tendency to turn to

students for cash is being widely criticized as poor public policy--a quick-fix that lacks
predictability for students, and may give universities an easy way to avoid more painful

reorganization." The fact is, in recent years there have been instances when students didn't know

what the final tuition bill would be until only weeks before classes were scheduled to begin.

33The author uses the term "tuition" deliberately, recognizing that the "student fee" euphemism has become a

distinction without a difference, given the current level of student charges.
34Ca11an, Patrick M., The Califon 'a Higher Education Policy Vacuum: The Example of StudentFees, (San Jose:

The California Higher Education Policy Center), April 1993, p. 5.
35California Postsecondary Education Commission. Fiscal Profiles 1990, (Sacramento: The Commission), 1991,

p.33, and recent public announcements.
36Sacramento Bee, March 13, 1993, p. B-1.
37Ibid.
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The State Role in Encouraging Cost-Containment in Higher Education
In the face of rapidly increasing tuition and institutional expenditures, as well as limitations in

state resources, the national literature indicates that it is extremely important that state-level

policy makers participate in the process of identifying and encouraging possible cost-containment
strategies, largely because of the absence of internal incentives for colleges and universities to

pursue it themselves. Howard Bowen described the current institutional incentive system and

how it discourages cost-containment in higher education in what has come to be known as

Bowen's Basic Law of Higher Education Finance: "The dominant goals of institutions are

educational excellence, prestige, and influence...In quest of (these goals) there is virtually no limit

to the amount of money an institution could spend for seeminaly fruitful educational ends...Each

institution raises all the money it can...Each institution spends all the money it raises."38

John Dunn recently expanded on this point in his artizle Retre}7ch or Else: "Simply put, the

internal pressures in an institution are for expansion of spending; it will continually expand its

spending, subject only to availability of funds and to internal constraints related to its mission and

imposed by institutional leadership, or to external constraints imposed by market conditions. In

effect, there is no internal motivation for cost-containment." (emphasis added)39 He continues:

"We measure prestige, influence, and educational excellence, in other words, in terms of the

amount of resources devoted to them. If our own self-image depends on how much we get to

spend, no wonder we push to spend more. In this context it is easy to understand why state

legislators and others have pushed so hard for accountability, assessment, graduation rates, faculty

credit-hour productivity, and statewide and even national testing. They understand the vicious

circle of prestige and spending and want to find output measures to substitute for higher

education's input (enrollment) measures."40

The political context in which funding is sought from state governments has also created stfong

disincentives for colleges and universities to acknowledge the potential for cost-containment, as

Robert Zemsky and William Massy explain: "Given political realities, few public colleges or

universities are prepared to admit that they can reduce current programs without suffering

substantial harm. If savings are possible, then clearly the institution can get by with a smaller

appropriation -- and there's the rub. To admit savings are possible is to admit past inefficiencies

without deriving any direct benefit from one's candor. All the incentives go in the wrong direction

-- the way to get more money...is to 'prove' that no real savings are possible....The real danger is

that the leaders of public higher education will come to believe this rhetoric..."41

Summary
While the available data cannot conclusively demonstrate that per-student instructional costs have

risen in California over the years, as they have nearly everywhere else in the country, there are

38Bowen, Howard R.. The Costs of Higher Education: How Much do Colleges and Universities Spend and How

Much Should they Spend? (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass), 1980, pp. 19-20.

39Dunn, John A., "Retrench or Else: Public and Private Institutional Responses," New Directions for

Institutional Research, Fall 1992, p. 5.
40/bid.. 8.

41Zemsky, Robert and William Massy. "Cost Containment: Committing to a New Economic Reality," Change,

November/December 1990, pp. 19-20.
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indirect indicators that imply that this may have been the case, in spite of the effects of recent

budget cuts. Regardless of whether costs have escalated or not, the press of the current crisis as

well as promising examples in other states argue for an exhaustive search for opportunities to

achieve new efficiencies and contain costs. Finally, it is important for state-level policy makers to

be involved in these discussions, at least insofar as they can identify ways in which the state has

contributed to the existence of campus-based incentive systems that work against the

identification and implementation of systematic cost-containment strategies.

o r
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Section 6. A Framework to Explain
the Causes of Cost Escalation
in Higher Education

AN important dialogue has emerged in recent years regarding the underlying causes
for ..he apparent nationwide cost escalation in higher education. This dialogue does
not explicitly speak to the current crisis facing higher education in California, but

neither does it exclude it. The dialogue takes the form of an analytic framework developed by

William Massy (professor of Education and Business Administration and Vice-President for
Finance at Stanford University) and Robert Zemsky (professor and director of the Institute for

Research on Higher Education at the University of Pennsylvania). The Massy/Zemsky
framework attempts to describe the major forces driving cost escalation in higher education,
and in so doing provide insights into promising strategies that could be employed to counter
those forces. It is important to note that the particulars of the Massy/Zemsky framework have
not been critically analyzed with regard to their applicability to the California experience.
However, this framework speaks largely to the broad incentive systems at work at the state
financing and academic department levels. As discussed earlier, these are areas where
California looks much more like the rest of the nation than it looks different. Consequently, to
the extent that the Massy/Zemsky framework is an accurate description of the scene
nationally, it is likely to be at least somewhat relevant in California.

Particularly promising is the extent to which the Massy/Zemsky framework is attracting
growing support within the national higher education community. Numerous individual
colleges and universities, of all sizes and missions, have explicitly embraced those aspects of
the Massy/Zemsky framework that are relevant to their experience, and are using it as a
template to examine their own operations and identify cost-containment strategies for the
future -- some with startling results.

While some of these promising case studies are examined in more depth in Section 8,
highlighting a few examples here of the growing support for the Massy/Zemsky framework
may prove useful in establishing its initial credibility:

University of Delaware
"Zemsky and Massy have distilled the factors contributing to the cost pressures in
higher education into a useful conceptual framework that they refer to as the
"academic ratchet and administrative lattice." ...Data developed by the University of
Delaware clearly support the (Massy/Zemsky) framework"42
--Dr. David Hollowell, Senior Vice-President, Administration, University of

Delaware; National Chair of SCUP 27, the 1992 meeting of
the Society for College and University Planning

42Middaugh, Michael F. and Hollowell, David E.. "Examining Academic and Administrative Productivity
Measures," New Directions for Institutional Research, Fall 1992, p. 61.
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University of Michigan
"Many recent publications have helped define the problems facing higher education as

we enter the last decade of this century. (The University of Michigan has ) benefited

particularly from the works of the Pew Higher Education Research Program and other

works by Robert Zemsky and William Massy, which both frame the issues and offer

solutions."43
-- Dr. Marilyn Knepp, Director of Academic Planning and Analysis,

University of Michigan

State Higher Education Executive Officers Association
"To understand the dynamics which led to declining productivity in higher education,

we asked William Massy of Stanford University to present to us his model of the

forces operating in academic departments in the modern university. He and his

colleague, Robert Zemsky of the University of Pennsylvania, provide a powerful

e-cplanation of why and how costs are increasing and what we are getting in return. In

terms of outputs of academic departments, the 'gainers' have been curriculum

specialization and unsponsored research activity; the losers, structure in the curriculum

and the quality of undergraduate teaching. u44

--Dr. James Mingle, Executive Director,
State Higher Education Executive Officers Association

The following paragraphs outline and describe the four major factors identified in the

Massy/Zemsky framework as the primary drivers of cost escalation in higher education. They

are

The Cost Disease
The Growth Force
The Administrative Lattice
The Academic Ratchet

It is important to note that not all the factors described below apply to each ofCalifornia's three

public higher education systems in the same way. For example, while "The Growth Force" and

the "Academic Ratcher' may apply to the community colleges with regard to incentives for

expanding existing or developing new academic and administrative programs, they clearly do not

apply insofar as increasing pressure for research is concerned. Likewise, the research pressures

described later apply more directly to the University of California than to the California State

University. However, to the extent that the prevailing academic culture and prestige hierarchy

are largely defined by the major research institutions, then the CSU is also subjected to many of

the pressures and incentive systems embedded within that national academic value system. This

is especially true with regard to the existence of internal faculty pressure to expand the State

University's research and instructional missions beyond the scope currently defined in the Master

Plan 45

43The University oPlichigan Initiatives, op. cit., p. 79.
44The Dynamics ofAcademic Productivity, op. cit.
45A specific discussion of how these pressures may apply to the California State University is presented on p.
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Cost Driver #1: "The Cost Disease," or,
Can't You Play that Waltz Any Faster?

Like everyone else in the economy, higher education must pay more every year for the
products and other services it needs in order for it to perform its mission. This is especially

true for salaries, which comprise the bulk of the cost of operating colleges and universities.

It is argued that these salary increases are needed to keep valued personnel from moving into
the private sector or to competing institutions. Faculty salary setting methodologies at many
institutions (including UC and CSU) certainly reinforce the notion of "institutional
competition" by basing salary parity targets on the average compensation provided by "peer
institutions." This has led some to wonder whether a salary "leapfrogging" effect may be
occurring between institutions that compare themselves to each other, or whether the
approach is an effective measure of private sector competition at all.

At any rate, the argument goes that to remain salary competitive, then to some degree there

must be real wage growth in higher education. This growth must occur despite the fact that
instructional productivity is intended to be more or less constant, whereas real wage increases

in the private sector are generally financed through improvements in productivity/efficiency or
product quality (which justifies price increases). With regard to higher education nationally, it

is estimated that a 2 percent annual increase in costs, after inflation, can be attributed to the

cost disease.46

Higher education intends for instructional productivity to be more or less constant because it

assumes that certain student/faculty ratios and a certain length of study are both required to
maintain educational quality, which in turn creates real limits on the potential productivity of
the institution. The oft-used analogy of the string quartet illustrates the point: A string quartet
requires two musician hours to complete a half-hour waltz. The basic productivity of the

quartet can be changed by either dropping a musician or speeding up the performance, but
either would fundamentally diminish the quality of the waltz. Thus, the productivity of the

quartet is assumed to be relatively constant, lest there be a significant degradation in musical
quality. Nevertheless, the analogy goes, musicians' salaries must also rise alongwith real
salary increases in the economy as a whole, even if overall salary gains are being driven by real
productivity and quality improvements in the private sector. Otherwise, the entire profession
will eventually sink into comparative poverty and no one will be attracted to music as a career

Critically, and as Massy points out, "it is important to remember...that (the cost disease)

assumes technology to be fixed. The possibility that the quartet can increase its effective
productivity by selling compact disks...is not considered."47

44.
46massy, William F.. "Resource Allocation Reform in Higher Education," Paper presented at the
CPRE/USC/Stanford Conference on Decentralized Management in Higher Education; November 1992, p 1
°Productivity in Higher Education: A New Approach, op. cit., p. 366.
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Cost Driver #2: "The Growth Force"
The Growth Force is premised on the notion that new knowledge is constantly being

discovered or created, while old knowledge remains largely relevant. This results in a

preservation of the status quo, while constantly augmenting it through the layering on of new

and increasingly specialized courses, new areas of research inquiry, and establishment of

entirely new academic fields. At their best, the underlying motives driving the Growth Force

represent the very heart of a vital and engaged college or university. California intends to hire

the best and brightest minds into its faculties, and it should not be surprising that they

constantly generate new ideas, new approaches, and new research and curricular interests.

But even under the best of circumstances, it is easy to see how the motives behind the Growth

Force are something institutions encourage but still must reign in. When one hears someone

proclaim that a college or university "cannot be all things to all people," they are talking about

the Growth Force.

As a result, when taken to its extreme the Growth Force has been held responsible for

contributing to a lack of attention to primary institutional missions, hyper specialization, a

fracturing of the curriculum, and even the proliferation of academic journals.48 The argument

goes that academic prestige is based almost exclusively on achievements within the discipline -

- meaning research. The pressure of the Growth Force is therefore directed toward those

activities that generate professional prestige, and may serve to encourage the leveraging of

faculty away from a commitment to institutional goals (instruction) when those goals are in

conflict with disciplinary priorities (research).

This can result in the incremental detachment of the faculty from institutions' primary goals

and missions. In fact, "The Association of American Colleges' Integrity in the College

Curriculum has declared that American colleges and universities no longer have a 'firm grasp

of their goals and missions,' partly because the faculty's 'allegiance to academic disciplines [is]

stronger than their commitment to teaching or to the life of the institutions where they are

employed."49 As previously noted, the key is the academic prestige hierarchy, as Reece

McGee and Theodore Caplow point out in The Academic Marketplace: "Academic rank is

conferred by the university, but disciplinary prestige is awarded by outsiders, and its

attainment is not subject to the local institution's control. Everyone in the universe recognizes

that almost everyone lives by disciplinary prestige."50

The noted higher education critic, Charles Sykes, parodies the Growth Force and its hyper

specializing influence on research as follows: "The driving force behind the (proliferation of)

academic journals is the atomization of knowledge: the dividing and subdividing of tinier and

tinier bits of information about smaller and smaller subjects. In English, for example, the

journals include: Shakespeare Quarterly, Blake Quarterly, The Dickensian, Texas Studies in

Literature and Langvage, ESQ, A Journal of the American Renaissance, American Literary

Realism: 1870 to 1910, Early American Literature, Western American Literature, Studies in

American Fiction, The Great Lakes Review, the Southern Literary Journal, The Southern

48Bracey, Gerald W.. "The Time Has Come to Abolish Research Journals: Too Many Are Writing Too Much

About Too Little," The Chronicle of' Higher Education, March 25, 1987, p. 44.

°Seeing Straight Through a Muddle, op. cit., p. 1.
50Caplow, Theodore and McGee, Reece. The Academic Marketplace, (New York: Basic Books), 1958, p 206.
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Humanities Review, Modern Fiction Studies, The Review of English Studies, The Mark Twain

Journal, The Thoreau Quarterly, Poe Studies, The Wallace Stevens Journal, The D.H.

Lawrence Review, James Joyce Quarterly, Browning Society Notes, Doris Lessing

Newsletter, Evelyn Waugh Newsletter, Jack London Newsletter, The Baker Street Journal: An

Irregular Quarterly of Sherlockiana, and even the Menckeniana Quarterly Review."51

If the Growth Force encourages hyper specialization in research and the curriculum, as well as

an increasing emphasis on research volume (discussed later in this report), then it has ob\ Alas

cost implications for higher education. But it also raises questions about the effect it may

have on instructional quality. This debate is long-standing, but recent research on the subject

(Gilmore; 1992) provides food for thought:

"Does research compete with or complement teaching?...For all three types of

institutions, on both student outcome variables, the underproductive institutions

generally had more federal and total grants and contract revenue per faculty member

than did the productive institution3...Since both federal and total grant and contract

revenue per faculty are proxies for research emphasis and productivity, it would seem

that there might be a tradeoff between the teaching and research function."52

Another approach in examining this issue has been to compare institutions with regard to the

rate at which their undergraduate instructional components produce students who go on to

obtain the doctorate. An analysis by Carol H. Fuller looked at this very issue by ranking all

accredited baccalaureate-granting institutions nationally in terms of their productivity in

graduating students who eventually obtained the Ph.D. (controlling for institution size). The

Fuller study found that small, highly selective liberal arts colleges and a few leading technical

institutions dominated these rankings, rather than large, graduate-oriented research
universities.53 In commenting on the implications of this study, CPEC has noted that: "It was

not clear whether the high baccalaureate-to-Ph.D. productivity achieved by the institutions in

Fuller's study was a function of the selectivity of the leading institutions or some other
institutional characteristics that encourage the pursuit of advanced programs; but a strong

focus on undergraduate instruction is certainly one of the distinguishing characteristics of

these highly effective colleges.

"The U.C. Riverside campus may be a case in point. While it is selective in its own right, it

generally would not be considered among the most selective institutions in the nation.

Nevertheless, it was one of the few institutions nationally that ranked as among the most

productive in all fields of study measured. Similarly, the University's campuses at Irvine, San

Diego, Santa Barbara, and Santa Cruz, which were much smaller during the period ofFuller's

study, were all ranked highly productive in several fields of study. Like Riverside, these

51Sykes, Charles J.. ProfScam: Professors and the Demise of Higher Education, (Washington, D.C.: Regnery

Gateway), 1988, p. 118.
52Gilmore, Jeffrey L., "Evaluating Academic Productivity and Quality," New Directions for Institutional

Research, Fall 1992, p. 43.
53Fuller, Carol H., "Ph.D. Recipients: Where Did They Go to College?" Change Magazine, November-

December 1986, pp. 42-51.



campuses all shared relatively low proportions of graduate students during the period

captured in this study...On the other hand, the Berkeley and Los Angeles campuses are highly

selective undergraduate institutions with high levels of graduate enrollment, and both ranked

near the bottom among the University's campuses in the rate of their baccalaureate recipients

who completed doctoral programs."54

The Gilmore and Fuller studies raise importP nt issues regarding mission differentiation and the

relationship between narrowness of mission focus and institutional quality. CPEC also

commented on this critical issue when they said: "The evidence thus far indicates that

graduate education is most productive and efficient in those programs and institutions that

focus substantial resources and attention on instruction and research at the graduate level.

Conversely, at the undergraduate level the greatest productivity, efficiency, and by many

measures, quality, are enjoyed by those campuses whose mission and resources are focused on

undergraduate instruction."55

Summary of the Growth Force
In good times the Growth Force is indicative of institutional dynamism, but when uncontrolled

it can also lead to a blurring of the focus on institutional mission and a lack of coherence in the

products and services an institution provides. During bad times the effect of the Growth

Force is compounded in that it continues placing financial pressure on institutions, even if

enrollment stabilizes and the revenue base erodes. If an institution is unwilling or unable to

enforce budgetary and programmatic discipline, then regardless of the revenue picture, the

Growth Force will provide unrelenting internal budget pressure. This is true at the institutional

level, as new programs are proposed on top of old, as well as at the individual faculty level, as

the following example from Vassar President Alan Simpson illustrates: "You can have a

person studying the herring industry from 1590 to 1600 in Scandinavia, and when he gets his

Ph.D. and is employed by a university, the first request he makes to them is, 'May I teach the

herring industry from 1590 to 1600 in Scandinaviar56

Unless countered, the ultimate effects of the Growth Force can be a dilution of mission and

purpose for both individual departments and entire institutions. "The avoidance of

responsibility for defining purpose extends throughout the (higher education) enterprise. An

institution vests in its schools the responsibility for deciding what does and does not fit -- only

to discover that the decision is left to academic departments, individual faculty members, and

administrative entrepreneurs across the institution. In the name of serving an institution's

varied missions, it becomes nearly impossible to rule out anything -- to resist demands for new

programs and services...to forego entering new ventures or seeking new clientele. It is this

muddling of mission that leads colleges and universities to be all things to all people, saying no

to no one and, as a result, spawning enterprises that later gain autonomous life and power."57

54California Postsecondary Education Commission. Planning for a New Faculty: Issues for the 21st Century,

(Sacramento: The Commission), September 1990, pp. 23-24.
p. 24.

56Dugger, Ronnie. Our Invaded Universities, (New York: W.W. Norton), 1974, p. 175.

57Pew Charitable Trusts. "An End to Sanctuary," Policy Perspectives, September 1991, p. 3A.
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Notwithstanding the importance of the Cost Disease as a cost-driver in higher education, the
Massy/2,emsky framework argues that the Administrative Lattice and the Academic Ratchet,

working in concert with the underlying incentives caused by the Growth Force, account for

most of the cost escalation witnessed nationally in higher education over the past twenty

years.

Cost Driver #3: "The Administrative Lattice'
The Higher Education Finance Project of the Pew Charitable Trusts describes the Lattice and

the Ratchet as follows.

On most campuses there is an inherent tension between academic and administrative

units, between faculty and staff. Sometimes that tension is genuinely creative, as each

half of the institution strives to strengthen itself while recognizing the inherent value of

the other. More often, that tension yields an unproductive competition for resources.

The faculty remind themselves and the community that they are "the business" of the

institution, all other activities being nonessential and frequently wasteful. For their

part, the staff gleefully recount tales of faculty mismanagement and waste, secure in

their sense that the only thing business-like about the institution is their own ability to

discharge increasingly complex management tasks.

We now know that it is the administrative function that has grown most over the last

decade. In the March 28, 1990, issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education, Karen
Grassmuck used data submitted by institutions to the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission to chart that growth. She found that "other professionals"
academic support personnel filling such roles as financial aid counselor, auditor, or

systems analyst -- rose in number by more than 60 percent between 1975 and 1985, a
period during which the number of faculty rose on average less than 6 percent.

Increases were also substantial for many institutions among the ranks of executive,
administrative, and managerial personne1.58 No less telling than the data is

Grassmuck's report of the impression among some higher education officials that, in

spite of this growth, "many universities are making do with smaller staffs than they

need."

The analysis in the Chronicle suggests that the growth of administrative personnel is
pervasive--that it is not a case in which all of higher education receives blame for the

profligacy of a few rich, largely private research universities. Just as most institutions

** (Because the Administrative Lattice and the Academic Ratchet are both critical and relatively new concepts

in the higher education policy debate, in the interests of clarity and accuracy the following paragraphs rely

heavily and directly on two excellent descriptions of these factors published elsewhere. The first, prepared as

part of the Pew Charitable Trust's Higher Education Finance Project, is entitled "The Lattice and the

Ratchet." The second is an article by William Massy and Andrea Wilger entitled "Productivity in

Postsecondary Education: A New Approach," published in the Winter 1992 issue of Educational Evaluation

and Policy Analysis.)
58Grassmuck,Karen. "Colleges Feel Effects of Economic Downturn in Student Aid, Endowments, Job

Hunting," The Chronicle of Higher Education, 37(14), A 1 , A27, (1990).
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enjoyed real revenue growth in the 1980s," so apparently did most institutions
substantially expand their administrative and academic support staff6°

As the following table shows, similar trends can be seen in California higher education in the
upper administrative levels, most consistently at the University of California:

Percent and Numerical Change in Administrative Staff by System and Categoty,1979-1989
Community

Co lle:,es

California State
University

University of
California

Percent
Change

Number
Change

Percent
Change

Number
Change

Percent
Change

Number
Change

ExeclAdrnin./Manegerial
Professional/Non-Faculty

Secretarial/Clerical
Technical/Paraprofessional

Other Staff

0.7%
124.3%

-5.2%
29.2%
-9.0%

18

1,653
-392
708

-473

392.5%
35.2%

-18.9%
30.2%

-26.7%

1,884
932

-1,035
686

-998

87.6%
69.6%
27.5%
20.3%
9.1%

1,369
8,408
4,506
1,088

628
Total Staff 8.0% 1,514 10.1% 1,469 37.8% 15,999

Source: Composition of the Stein California's Public Universities from 1977-1989; C'PEC; 1991.

The result of these trends has been an extension of the scale and scope of an
administrative lattice that has grown, much like a crystalline structure, to incorporate
ever more elaborate and intricate linkages within itself. Controlling this lattice,
perhaps even reducing its complexity and capacity for completing itself, means coming
to terms with the three principle causes of administrative growth.

The persistence of regulation and micromanagement
Though they often protest too much, college and university officials are right when
they claim that increased regulation and external micromanagement have resulted in
substantially increased administrative staffs. CalOSHA, CEQA, EEOC, EPA, FISAP,
EPEDS, A21, OFCC -- the lexicon of regulatory and reporting acronyms is all too
familiar. Each new state and federal program carries with it substantial monitoring
requirements that often lead to the establishment of new internal bureaucracies whose
principle function is to create more work for others. Health and safety regulations are
a prime example. Most research universities have had to increase their staff of health
and safety inspectors five-fold or more. These inspectors then find problems that
others must be hired to fix.

Micromanagement, principally by state agencies and legislatures in the public sector
and by energetic and sometimes intrusive governing boards, has had much the same
result -- more paper, more procedures, more staff, all with significant questions as to
whether it has improved the quality of the product. Ironically, it is the job of some of
these personnel to explain the continual rise in administrative costs to governing
boards and state leaders.

59Pew Charitable Trust. "Profiles," Policy Perspectives, September 1989.
60The Lattice and the Ratchet, op. cit.
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The embrace of consensus management
In the 1980s, more and more American firms were persuaded to adopt new explicitly

participatory ways of making decisions. Across the span of business enterprises,

efforts were made to get employees to buy into decisions that affect their working

lives and futures -- to make the employees part of the process and hence part of the

solution. The rationale for this movement was drawn from both the work of human

resource professionals and from a peculiarly American understanding of the use of

quality circles in Japan to improve production. The ironic result was that increased

participation was often purchased at the cost of decreased ac;:ountability and

productivity.

On college campuses across the country, this commitment to consensus management

was a natural complement to a renewed emphasis on community. Out of the turmoil

of the 1960s and early 1970s there grew a distaste for hierarchy in any form, an

affirmation by most institutions that they were, in fact, communities with equally

important members. On most campuses, systems of governance were changed to

incorporate students and staff, in addition to faculty, as consulting partners whose

opinions and preferences were to be sought and frequently heeded. Good

communication became a goal in itself.

The next step was to extend to staff functions the consultative models that had

historically dominated faculty deliberations. Without any demonstrable increase in

coordination or planning, decisions were framed, reviewed, and ultimately made by

working groups whose very representatives substantially increased the probability that

their recommendations would find broad acceptance -- that is, a consensus -- within

the administrative community.

Colleges and universities, like businesses and service organizations, are just beginning

to understand the scope of the direct and indirect costs associated with consensus

management. Building a consensus, it turns out, takes time and extra personnel in the

form of more and larger working groups that need to meet more frequently.

Brokering between administrative groups becomes an explicit function, requiring

additional personnel and introducing extra steps into the consultative process. Perhaps

the most directly measurable costs associated with consensus management are

represented by the amount of time administrative staff spend negotiating with one

another. At more than one institution, senior staff, much to their chagrin, have come

to view themselves as diplomats who are required to display the demeanor and

language of negotiators as they shuttle between the major officers each of them serves

Indirect costs associated with consensus management have to do with the quality of

the decisions that are reached. Because consensus management encourages collective

judgment, it becomes increasingly less clear who is in charge of what--who is

responsible, who gets credit for success, who is accountable for failure. Consensus

management thus becomes an attractive strategy for distributing to everyone the

q
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responsibility -- and hence the blame -- for bad decisions.

Such risk aversion is not unique to higher education. In her study of managerial
behavior, Managers Managing: The Working of an Administrative System (1989),

Jane Hannaway notes, for example, that "Risk avoidance has been singled out as
particularly problematic in the peacetime U.S. military bureaucracy. Stories are told of
generals who were coming up for promotion and refused to take any actions in the
weeks before the promotion boards met for fear ofmaking a mistake." Hannaway

argues that in the administrative systems of the private as well as public sectors "the

chances of being held responsible for a negative outcome are greater than the chances

of being rewarded for a success," and that this fact encourages managers to adopt risk-

reducing behaviors.61

Finally, consensus management inherently protects the organizational status quo.

Since nearly every party is represented in the decision-making process, there is little

chance that the group will decide to reorganize in response to changing circumstances,

and thereby run the risk of finding itself without a viable assignment. The tendency

instead is to solve problems by adding to the lattice -- by elaborating staff functions

that inevitably require further expansion of the administrative lattice.

The expansion of administrative entrepreneurism
Less understood is the pressure for growth created by the administrative staffs own
energies and the willingness of the faculty to consign to them traditionally academic

service functions. Because colleges and universities were expanding administratively

and had the reputation fcir being "good places to work," higher education attracted a

new cohort of experts who brought an important sense of professionalism to the

industry, and who expected energy and creativity to be rewarded with increased
responsibility, enhanced status, and better pay.

One result was much better management. Colleges and universities have become

better at managing their moneys, at acquiring sophisticated technologies, at making
their campuses more efficient in the use of utilities, and at servicing the needs of their

students, faculty, and staffs. A second, unforeseen result is that these experts have

come to "own" their jobs, much as faculty "own" their appointments. This outcome

was less a product of implied administrative tenure (though such understandings often

accompanied the expansion of administrative services) as of the staffs' ability to define

the content of their positions, much as the faculty define the content of their teaching

and research. Professional staff, precisely because they know what is best
administratively, have acquired the capacity to put into place their visions of how a

well-run institution should look. They define their goals, build their staffs, and use

their successes to reach out for broader responsibilities, for opportunities to do their

jobs even better.
35

61Hannaway, Jane. Managers Managing: The Working or an Administrative System. 1989.
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The shift in responsibility for advising from faculty members to professional staff is

one example of how such expansion can feed on itself. On most campuses where
faculty have largely given up responsibility for undergraduate advising, there has been

a corresponding shift in the scope and scale of advising now available. Having arrived
in the hands of competent professionals whose sole job is to develop and deliver
academic advising, the advising function has come to require more and better
computer support, greater flexibility of hours, and a broader range of services,
including career placement, tutoring and counseling. Where advising had once been
subsumed within the faculty role, it has become instead an enterprise in itself with its

own impulse for expansion.

This impulse for growth is not unique to student services, but drives and compounds

expansion of the lattice at all administrative levels. "With administrative status
increasingly tied to the number of people who directly report to a given officer,

personal advancement requires a constantly expanding empire of subordinates and an

entrepreneurial base to extend one's own administrative lattice. Little wonder that so

few managers, at any level, volunteer their ranks, even when staff functions have

grown outmoded....(T)o accept less is to acknowledge inefficiency in past
performance and a diminution of stature within the organization."62

As a result, most administrative activities have become similarly complex, a
development justified largely in terms of improved services and greater efficiencies at

the unit level. The result has been a proliferation of increasingly independent agencies,

each competing to be the very best at delivering its administrative specialty. The
impulse at almost every turn has been to eevelop the lattice further, rewarding
administrative personnel who show initiative with larger staffs and increased

responsibilities.

At the same time, colleges and universities have seldom managed to apply the principle

of "growth by substitution" to administrative personnel -- to substitute one kind of
administrative or support function for another. Most new problems are tackled

separately; new groups are formed, new administrative functions are defined, more ad

hoc relationships with on-going administrative functions are required. The more
discretionary revenue an institution generates, the more likely it is to make further

investments in administrative "add-ons," often with the implicit acceptance of a faculty

who see substantial improvements in their work conditions deriving from quite visible

improvements in administrative services.

Cost Driver #4: "The Academic Ratchet"
While the faculty often complain about administrative growth, it is ironic that some of

the principle beneficiaries of this administrative entrepreneurism have been the faculty

members themselves. The nearly five decades since the close of the Second World

War have witnessed a fundamental transformation of the American professoriate. In

62Pew Charitable Trusts. "The Other Side of the Mountain," Policy Perspectives, February 1991, p. 2.



1940 there were approximately 147,000 full-time faculty in just over 1,700 colleges
and universities. By the mid-1980s, the number of institutions had nearly doubled,

while the number of faculty members more than quadrupled. Over the decades, a shift

has also occurred in the focus of faculty's efforts.

State officials across the country believe that many colleges and universities,
particularly research institutions, have lost sight of their essential mission -- the

teaching of undergraduate students -- as faculty members spend more time away from

the classroom engaged in research and other professional activities. In effect, they

argue that institutions are charging students more and at the same time they are
delivering less. To combat this trend, several states have launched investigations into

how much time faculty spend working with undergraduates. Surveys of faculty

workload have been administered in Mississippi, New York, and Virginia. Arizona

and North Carolina have similar studies under way. State officials believe that work-

load studies have the potential to produce both cost savings and better undergraduate

education. 63

National research covering the years 1965-1975 indicate that faculty worldoad has indeed

shifted, as the proportion of faculty time devoted to instructional activities declined from 70

percent to 50 percent.64 A recent CPEC study confirmed these general findings when it

estimated that in 1989-90, University ofCalifornia faculty divided their time between 54

percent instruction and 46 percent non-instructionally related research and public service.65

Despite a maddening absence of recent and reliable data, there is a general feeling

nationally that faculty today spend less time advising, teach fewer courses outside their

specialties, and are less committed to a commonly defined curriculum.

These shifts are the visible evidence of a pervasive change in the definition of the

academic task -- what it is that faculty are formallypaid to do and for whom
(emphasis added). At work for almost a half century has been an "Academic Ratchet"

that has loosened the faculty members' connection to their institution. Each turn of the

ratchet has drawn the norm of faculty activity away from institutionally defined goals

and toward the more specialized concerns of faculty research, publication, professional

service, and personal pursuits.

It is a process that has produced gains as well as losses--increased research
productivity, a more expansive set of courses, more freedom for students, particularly

those prepared to join their faculty mentors in specialized study. Such gains have been

achieved, however, at substantial costs--the need for academic support personnel to

leverage faculty time, administrative staff to perform tasks once routinely assigned to

the faculty, and a need to increase the size of the faculty. The larger cost, however,

63 The Lattice and the Ratchet, op. cit.
64James, E. "Product Mix and Cost Disaggregation: A Reinterpretation of the Economic of Higher Education,"

Journal of Human Resources, 1978.
65 Expenditures for University Instruction, op. cit. 3 7
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lies in the shift of faculty attention and effort away from institutionally defined goals
and toward personally and professionally defined pursuits.66

This is reflected in a near total absence of broad incentive or reward systems which encourage
focus on and a commitment to outstanding teaching. Instead, published research, former
Harvard President Derek Bok says, "emerges as the common currency of academic
achievement, a currency that can be weighed and evaluated across institutional and even
national boundaries."67

If published research is the common currency in academia, then teaching may be the ruble: "A
1987 survey of more than 1,300 academic vice presidents found that, for the most part,
schools have put little time or money into improving the quality of teaching despite public
claims to the contraiy. The author of the report, Leslie H. Cochran, provost of Southeast
Missouri University, said that the findings indicated that: 'We're not strongly committed to
improving and developing quality teaching. I hear a lot more rhetoric. But what we do not

have on most campuses is a systematic plan." (The Chronicle of Higher Education, March
16, 1988)68

The effect of a lack of incentives for outstanding teaching is especially pronounced with
regard to tenure deliberations. As Professor George LaNue, who has studied hundreds of
tenure-related lawsuits pointed out: "Schools all say we take teaching very seriously. But
when pushed, it just disappears. They can't show they evaluate it very thoroughly or very
consistently."69 Stephen Jay Gould, a renowned Harvard professor, agrees that teaching is
seldom a serious factor in deciding whether to grant tenure. "I've never heard it seriously
considered," he says. "There's lip-service given to it."7° A former member of the promotion

and tenure committee of Northwestern's College of Arts and Sciences says: "Teaching is
often discussed at some length in the detwerations. But in the final vote, it doesn't count for

much."71

Harry H. Avis, now an instructor at a California community college, articulated the problem in

the extreme when he recalled his attitude as a young graduate student, immersed in the values

of the academic culture. On reading an article that quoted an unnamed professor at the
University of Calithrnia at Berkeley saying "The sight of an undergaduate makes me sick," he
recalled that his reaction was: "Somed,y I too, would be in a position to say those words."72

66The Lattice and the Ratchet, op. cit.
6713ok, Derek. Higher Learning, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press), 1986, p. 77.
68Proacam, op. cit., p. 56.
69Ibid., p. 57.
70Ibid.
71Ibid.
72Avis, Harry. "The Sabsfying Switch from Research to Teaching," The Chronicle of Higher Education,
June 18, 1986
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The Dynamics of the Ratchet
As Ivlassy and Wilger explain, the Academic Ratchet results from the interaction of several

departmental processes. The processes are (a) pursuit of faculty lines, (b) leveraging faculty

time, (c) reduction of structure in the curriculum, and (d) "enactment" of group norms and

internalization of perceived property rights. While it sounds complicated, in fact its little more

than elevated common sense. Nevertheless, a clear understanding of the dynamics of these

processes is crucial to understanding the direction that cost-containment efforts must

necessarily take.

Pursuit of Faculty Lines
Most department chairs list the hiring of new faculty as a top priority. This is true

even if enrollments are level. Likewise, most faculty want additional colleagues. Both

faculty and chairs view the addition of new faculty as a way to serve students more

effectively, increase the amount and visibility of research emanating from the

department, and bring lively, interesting individuals into the faculty fold. The push to

hire more faculty is strong whether they are wanted for their ability to enhance

department prestige, teach introductory courses, or just to increase the intellectual

climate of the department.

Leveraging Faculty Time
Productivity increases in labor-intensive industries such as higher education are

difficult to achieve (see above discussion of the Cost Disease). The primary way in

which productivity is improved is by substituting individuals with lower levels of

training and expertise for those with higher levels of training and expertise. In

academic departments, this means hiring graduate teaching and research assistants,

administrative assistants and secretaries, and technicians to take over certain faculty

functions. Utilizing less costly individuals frees up faculty time for research and other

professional activities. In many cases, colleges and universities spend considerable

sums of money on additional personnel whose primary purpose is to leverage faculty

time (see above discussion of advising, mentoring, and tutoring, and the administrative

lattice). In addition to hiring personnel, departments have increased their use of

computers and other technological advancements to further leverage faculty time.

It is clear that in most cases, leveraging faculty time drives up the costs of education.

Whether this expense is justified depends largely upon the audience. While faculty

might argue that increased time for research ultimately results in major breakthroughs

and improves their classroom performance, students paying increasing tuition for

classes taught by graduate students, taking classes on narrowly defined topics, and

receiving limited out-of-class contact with faculty might believe otherwise.

Destructuring the Curriculum
Beginning in the 1960s, students demanded an increased involvement in the structure

and content of the curriculum. They wanted to be free to choose from a large menu of

courses, unconstrained by traditional sequence requirements. They wanted to work

closely with faculty in designing individual courses of study.
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To a large extent, many of their desires have been realized -- the curriculum is less

structured than it used to be. Unfortunately, curriculum destructuring has been
accompanied by several unanticipated consequences. Less overall structure places

additional burdens on faculty and departmental staff who must coordinate individual

courses. This requires time and effort, which in some cases may be significant. So
rather than allowing students to interact more closely with faculty to make curricular
decisions, destructuring has made yet another demand on faculty time. (It is important

to note that destructuring has not occurred equally across disciplines. In general, high-

paradigm natural sciences and mathematics departments have been less affected by the

trend than lower-paradigm humanities and social science departments.) Overall,
destructuring the curriculum can potentially decrease costs. In this case, the more

likely outcome is increased leverage of faculty time.

Enactment of Group Norms and Propagation of Perceived Properly Rights

Yet another process is at work in the academic department which reinforces the

ratchet -- the enactment of group norms and propagation of perceived property rights

This final, and perhaps mosc powerful dynamic, solidifies and even magnifies the three

processes described above.

Faculty members in all academic departments possess "enacted norms," which are

strongly held, shared beliefs about their relationship to their environment On the basis

of these norms, they develop certain "property rights" that they believe are inherent in

the faculty position and that thoy use to govern their activities. In essence, enactment
occurs because individuals must interpret the multiple organizational, professional, and

cultural environments in which they exist. Whether their interpretations are correct or

not matters little, for individuals will act upon their perceptions of the environment

In the case of large organizations, members sometimes collectively come to an

understanding of their environments. Specific mappings between resources and
desirable outcomes are enacted into shared understandings or norms. Norms are

subject to simple rules of appropriateness.73 A norm has an acceptable range or
variation based upon past experience and in comparison with the norms of similar

organizations or other units. Norms become embedded in the routines of the
organization and, most of the time, are taken for granted by individuals.74

In the context of higher education, many norms stem from enactment of local

environments, both in departments and in colleges, and from larger professional and
multi-institutional environments. The process of enactment includes accepting as

reality certain behavioral and technological formulations such as student-faculty ratios,

number of courses taught per term, the division of teaching between upper and lower

division courses, and ideal class sizes. Norms are strongly rooted in disciplinary
professions (e.g., introductory science is best taught in large lecture courses; academic

73Steinbruner, JD. The Cybernetic Theory of Decision. (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press), 1974.

74March, J.G.. "Footnotes to Organizational Change," Administrative Science Quarterly, vol. 26, 1981, pp.

663-677.
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programs should exist as long as reasonable levels of quality are maintained, regardless
of how well they relate to the goals and mission of the institution). They also involve
comparisons with peer institutions or national leaders in higher education (e g , "at

Harvard, faculty teach only two courses per term").

The enactment of norms within a group often leads to the exercise of a set of
perceiveci property rights. The economic theory of property rights refers to the ability

of some organizational participants to use resources in their own interest in ways that

might differ from those of other stakeholders or the organization's clients.75 In the

case of higher education, desirable circumstances and working conditions are seen as
entitlements, or rights, once they are achieved. For example, certain teaching load

levels, student-faculty ratios, department support for research, and so on, are expected

to continue

Phases of the ratchet
Planning and budgeting gets intertwined with property rights at many institutions,

resulting in the creation of a ratchet mechanism that reinforces desirable activities at

the expense of less desirable activities. In effect, this shifts the output mix of
departments in the direction of research and away from teaching. This ratcheting

process can be described in five phases:

In phase 1, enrollment in a given department rises for external reasons; the number of

faculty is fixed in the short run, so faculty are forced to teach more. This causes
departmental research to fall below the level considered to be normal.

In phase 2, the resulting reduction in departmental research represents a violation of

perceived property rights, which triggers a demand for more faculty. When this is

acceded to, which usually happens if the problem lasts long enough, teaching loads and
departmental research return to their normal levels.

In phase 3, enrollment drops back to its original level (again for external reasons), and

a combination of perceived property rights and faculty employment contracts (e.g.,

tenure) prevents immediate downsizing, faculty members teach less, so departmental

research rises above its normal level

In phase 4, the stickiness in faculty size (due again to tenure) persists long enough for

the new departmental research level to become embedded in the department's sense of

social reality, that is, it becomes a perceived property right.

In phase 5, there is a new enrollment surge; the process starts over again, but now

from a higher research base (or, conversely, from a lower instruction base). The

"Ratchet" has operated.

75Levin, N.M.. "Raising Productivity in Higher Education," Prepared for the Higher Education Research

Program of the University of Pennsylvania and the Pew Memorial Trust, 1991.
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The academic ratchet is shaped by several factors that may exist more strongly in some

institutions than in others. These include (a) strongly held beliefs about the intrinsic

worth of teaching and research programs, (b) a collegial approach to decision making

which places consensus at the center and allows little room for alternative points of

view, (c) powerful beliefs about academic freedom, which are sometimes interpreted

as forbidding interference in faculty activities, and (d) the influence of students and

alumni who do not want to see the reputation of their program or department

negatively impacted.

It is difficult to underestimate the force of enactment and faculty property rights.

Their power comes from the ultimate threat of losing unhappy faculty to competing

institutions. The academic ratchet is reinforced internally, by faculty members who

prefer research to teaching and administrators who see the benefits of sponsored

research, and externally, by students, alumni, and donors who want their programs and

departments to be perceived as being of the highest caliber.

To reiterate, the interaction between perceived rights to "normal" departmental research

and the downward-stickiness of faculty size, coupled with the external variations in

enrollments, produces a slow shift upward in the normal and actual levels of departmental

research Significant cuts in funding can break the ratchet temporarily, resetting the

process to a lower base, but unless the basic system dynamics are altered, the upward

shift will begin again when the crisis has passed.

Mission Drift, the Academic Ratchet, and the University of California

It is important to remember that the issues raised by the academic ratchet thesis have not been

critically examined with respect to their relevance or applicability to the jniversity of

California. However as noted earlier, UC is widely considered to be the archetype of the

modern elite public research university. The potential relevance is obvious and has been

described graphically throughout this section. Former UC President, David Gardner,

articulated these underlying institutional priorities and their attendant problems in a much

more subtle way at a 1990 international conference held on California higher education:

".. I think it is also fair to say that (undergraduates) receive less attention than our

graduate students do. Nevertheless, the quality of the faculty that we can attract to

the University of California arises from the quality of our graduate program, not from

the quality of our freshman students, and the presence in the University of California

of a very distinguished faculty, whether they teach freshmen or not, sets the intellectual

tone for the university and permeates and infuses every aspect of its work. So for

students who are quite independent, capable of taking initiative, able to live with a less

directive environment, the University of California is a good place to be. If the student

is dependent, looking for a lot ofhelp, it would be an uncomfortable place."76

76Reviews of National Policies for Education: Higher Education in California, op. cit., p. 105.
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Mission Drift, the Academic Ratchet, and the California State Litiversity

While the potential relevance of these issues to the University of California may be obvious to
many, it is not so clear how they may relate to the California State University. As William
Massy has pointed out: "Not all institutions suffer from the academic ratchet to the same
extent. The phenomenon occurs most dramatically at elite research institutions, where
competition for admission allows institutions to dictate the 'output mix' that students buy.
However, the prestigious research institutions receive most of the publicity, and to the extent
that other institutions emulate their behavior, the academic ratchet affects much of higher
education "

Concerted efforts by colleges to become universities and by doctoral universities to become
research universities have been familiar sights across America in past decades, witnessed here

in California in 1971 when the "California State College" system requested that the system be
given the designation of the "California State University and College" system. The process
was completed in 1980 when all remaining California State Colleges were renamed California
State Universities. In some instances this impulse is representative of healthy growth and
development. In other cases it can be indicative of "mission drift," a phenomenon referred to

in some quarters as "mission envy."

Is mission drift and/or the academic ratchet at work in the California State Univeuity, induced
largely by the prevailing national academic culture and prestige system? Again, time and

resource limitations have made it impossible to critically or quantitatively analyze these issues,
however, a cursory examination of some well-known attitudes and practices within this system

may provide some clue as to whether there is reason for concern:

To begin, San Diego State University (SDSU) is widely hailed as the "flagship" campus of the
California State University System. Why is this? It is among the largest, but is not the largest
institution in the system. There are no broadly administered assessments or comparisons of
instructional quality between campuses With regard to undergraduate admissions, SDSU is

among the most selective institutions, but it is not the most selective.

The explanation for San Diego State's regaled status is simple. SDSU is considered the

flagship campus because it, among all CSU campuses, most closely resembles a full-blown
research university. SDSU attracts far and away the largest amount of external research
funding in the system, not to mention that it hosts fully two-thirds of this 20-campus system's
active joint doctoral programs. As outlined earlier, the California State University's priority

missions in the Master Plan are undergraduate instruction and teacher training. Research is

authorized only to the extent that it supports the instructional mission and institutions are
prohibited from offering independent doctoral degrees.77 Yet despite these explicitly stated
priorities, San Diego State is generally considered by both the general public and those within
the system to be the flagship campus, largely on the basis of its research and joint doctoral

77Joint doctoral programs, wherein CSU offers the doctorate "jointly" yvith a UC campus or a private doctoral
granting university, have become an exception to this rule. ifa t1
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programs. Institutional status at CSU, both public and within the system, seems to be based
at least in part on factors that are in potential conflict with the institution's primary missions.

If this very superficial observation was the only example of a possible drift away from primary
institutional missions, then it would still probably not be cause for concern. However, there

are several other indirect indicators that, when taken together, might be interpreted to imply
that the State University has been influenced by the national preference for research and
graduate education over the instruction of undergraduates.

For example, a major sticking point in the development ofthe original Master Plan was the
California State College's desire to offer the doctoral degree independently. This proposal

was spurred and widely supported by CSU faculty.78 They often argued that the
establishment of full-scale doctoral programs, and the associated increase in research
activities, were intended to actually improve the quality and dynamism of the undergraduate

program. While no doubt the supporters of this proposal genuinely believed their arguments,
it is hard to believe that improvement in the undergraduate program wasthe sole, or even

most important, motivation for their efforts.

Having failed to win authorization for offering its own doctoral degrees, the State Colleges

reached a compromise in which it was allowed to grant "joint doctorates" in cooperation with

UC and independent doctoral granting universities. Opposition to establishment of these

programs was substantial and has been persistent over the years.79 Considering that in 1993 a

total of only 275 students were enrolled in these programs and that only 97 degrees were
conferred between 1980 and 1990,80 the investment of administrative and faculty time

devoted to supporting and defending the joint doctoral program has been remarkable.

Another interesting and highly sensitive example of possible mission drift is the approach

employed by both the state and CSU to determine faculty salary parity levels. While the "peer
institution" comparison approach used for CSU faculty salary setting is typical for many

states, the institutions included in the State University's "peer group" is nonetheless telling

As CPEC has commented, "(the State University's peer institutions) are as notable by their

dissimilarities to CSU as for what they have in common.81 Sixteen of the twenty institutions
offer free standing doctoral programs, with three of the sixteen classified by the Carnegie

Commission as Research I (including USC and Arizona State University), three as Research

II, four as Doctoral I, and six as Doctoral H. Ten of these institutions have law schools and

three have medical schools. Conversely, only two of the State University's faculty salary

comparison institutions are similarly classified as Comprehensive I, with the remaining
institutions -- Bucknell and Reed College -- classified as Liberal Arts I.82 As more than one

78California Postsecondary Education Commission. California's Joint Doctoral Programs, (Sacramento: The

Cormnission), 1992, p. 5.
79See California's Joint Doctoral Programs, op. cit. p. 7, for a full discussion of recommendations by the

Office of the Legislative Analyst to discontinue these programs.
15.

81Expenditures for University Instruction. op. cit.
82rbid.
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state official has been known to comment, "the process has always been a salary target in
search of a methodology "83

While law school faculty salaries are excluded from these salary parity calculations, it is still

ironic that the composition of the State University's "peer group" could itself be contributing

to the problem of mission drift. While it may not be fair, and is yet another nationwide
indicator of the low regard for instruction compared to research, the fact remains that research
faculty get paid significantly more than faculty employed at primarily instructional

institutions.84 The inclusion of so many research and doctoral institutions in the State
University's peer comparison group thus means that CSU has been able to offer salary

packages that are competitive with many successful research universities. Hence, the
California State University is at least hypothetically capable of attracting faculty from a labor

pool whose professional focus (research) is in potential conflict with the institution's primary

mission (instruction).

Most recently, in 1991, the CSU Trustees adopted recommendations stemming from a long-

range planning process that outlined this system's vision of the future for its graduate
programs.85 This graduate education plan recommended, among other things, that additional

funding be made available to increase the proportion of graduate enrollment in the system;

that faculty take on expanded research activities in support of this enlarged graduate

component; and that undergraduate instructional loads be reduced to generate part of the
faculty time needed for these new activities. Does this sound familiar? The onset of the

budget crisis has made it politically impossible for the State University to seriously propose
implementing this plan, but the fact that it was produced as late as 1991 may provide insight

into the prevailing attitudes and priorities of at least some parties within the system, especially

among the faculty.

None of this is intended to imply that the California State University is somehow uncommitted

to its teaching mission, or that there is a dearth of outstanding instructors in the system. Far
from it. CSU is home to many of the most committed, vocal, and articulate advocates for
undergraduate instructional excellence, many of them at the highest administrative and faculty

levels. Rather, the intent is to point out that regardless of the institution's overall commitment

to teaching, there are still several contrary indicators that when taken together imply that the
State University, like many other institutions, may be subject to the influence of a dominant
national value system that favors research and graduate education at the expense of

undergraduate instruction.

Summary
Page Smith, in Killing the Spirit (1990), summarizes many of the worst effects of mission
drift and the academic ratchet. Among the most troubling for Smith are: (a) reduced faculty

83For fairly obvious reasons, these officials would prefer to remain nameless.
84American Association of University Professors "AAUP Annual Faculty Salary Survey," Academe,

March/April 1992.
85California State University. "Implementation Plan for the Recommendations on Graduate Education," CSC'

Trustees Agenda, September 10-11, 1991.
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teaching loads resulting from the imbalance between teaching and research and the associated
reliance on part-time instructional staff and graduate teaching assistants; (b) overreliance on
external funding and the erosion of faculty loyalty to the institution; (c) the increasing demand
by all institutions for faculty research, regardless of its value, and the associated attempt by

many colleges to achieve university status, duplicating the role of research institutions; and (d)
excessive specialization in academic disciplines. The results of these problems include greatly
increased institutional costs, which are then passed on to students in the form of higher
tuition. Even more important to Smith is the apparent neglect of the primary task of colleges

and universities: the teaching of undergraduates.86

This section concludes with some closing thoughts from William Massy:

"Before the Second World War, faculty were largely extensions of their institutions,

identified with and part of a collectivity that linked them together in common

endeavor. The curriculum was collectively developed. Students were guided through

a series of courses in which there was a clear introduction, a variety of middle-level
experiences, and a final set of advanced courses that constituted the major. Faculty
members devoted as much time, if not more, to teaching general courses within the

department as to teaching their own specialties. Teaching loads were heavier than

now, but seldom onerous, leaving sufficient time for advising and mentoring, as well as
the more limited amount of publication expected of most faculty at that time.

"A sad paradox has come to describe the changing responsibilities and perceptions of
the American professoriate. Many of those who chose an academic career did so as a

result of having been taught well as an undergraduate, often at smaller, teaching-
. oriented institutions. After years of graduate training and experience in the academic

profession, however, college faculty learn to seek 'relief from the responsibilities of

teaching, mentoring, and developing their college's and department's curriculum, they

soon realize that the real gainers are those faculty members who earn more
discretionary time to pursue their own definitions of purposeful work. They
understand that professional status depends as much, if not more, on one's standing
within a discipline -- and less on one's role as a master instructor within an increasingly

complex institution.

"Because of the growth of the administrative lattice, faculty no longer numerically
dominate their institutions, are generally more concerned about their standing within
their disciplines, and are more ready to move in search of better deals. The irony is that
while administrative units have become more like academic departments -- more

committed to group processes and collective decision-making -- more and more faculty

have become independent contractors largely unfettered by the constraints of
institutional needs and community practices "87

(As previously noted, the Administrative Lattice and Academic Ratchet portions of this

86Ki11,ng the Sprit, op. cit.
"The Lattice and the Ratchet, op. cit.
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section are based largely, and in many cases directly, on two articles published elsewhere.

The first, prepared as part of the Pew Charitable Trust's Higher Education Finance Project,

is entitled "The Lattice and the Ratchet." The second is an article by William Massy and

Andrea Wager entitled "Productivity in PostsecondaryEducation: A New Approach,"

published in the Winter 1992 issue of Educational Evaluation and Policy Analysis.)
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A New Lexicon for Higher Education

For the past several years the
Pew tligher Education Re-
search Program, sponsored

by the Pew Charitable Trusts, has
worked to focus attention of
higher education's national
agenda. Recent issues of the
program's quarterly publication,
Policy Perspectives, have helped
introduce four key terms to de-
scribe higher education finance:

Cost-plus Pricing: The reliance
on pnce setting as a pnmary
means to finance not just the cost
of delivering a service, but of sup-
porting additional undertakings
within an enterprise. For higher
education (nationally), it rep-
resents the practice of setting tui-
tion/fees to support all programs
at current levels after inflation
("cost"), and to fund new initia-
tives requiring an augmentation
of current capacity ("plus").
Cost-plus pricing proceeds from
the philosophy that evoking pub-
lic criticism over price increases
is less painful than stirring inter-
nal discontent over the attempt to
shift funds away from programs
that have outlived their purpose
or effectiveness.

Growth by Substitution Known
as "the antidote to cost-plus pric-
ing," this practice builds on the
principle that sheer expansion
beyond a certain point weakens
an institution by skewing its fo-
cus, diluting its sense of mission,
and compromising its ability to
provide a quality service in an
efficient way. Growth substitu-
tion acts on the recognition that
resources are finite, and that sup-
porting growth in one area re-
quires a corresponding reduction
in another.

The Administrative Lattice: A

term to describe the proliferation
and entrenchment of administra-
tive staff in American colleges
and universities over the past two
decades. The term connotes not
just the fact that this increase in
staff -- estimated at 60% nation-
wide between 1975 and 1985 --
but its effects on an institution's
operations and costs. These in-
clude the transfer of tasks for-
merly accorded to faculty; the
growth of "consensus manage-
ment," which effectively diffuses
risk and responsibility for deci-
sions; and the increase of costs
and decline of efficiency as ad-

ministrative bureaucracy extends
and solidifies its ties within an
institution.

The Academic Ratchet: A term
to describe the steady, irreversible
shift of faculty allegiance away
from the goals of an institution,
toward those of an academic spe-
cialty. The ratchet denotes the
advance of an independent entre-
preneurial spirit among faculty
nationwide, leading to increased
emphasis on research and publi-
cation and on teaching one's spe-
cialty in favor of general intro-
duction courses, often at the ex-
pense of coherence in an aca-
demic curriculum. Institutions
seeking to advance their own
prestige may contribute to the
ratchet effect by reducing faculty
teaching and advising responsi-
bilities across the board, thus
enabling faculty to pursue their
individual research and publica-
tion with fewer distractions. The
academic ratchet raises an insti-
tution's costs, and it results in
undergraduates paying more to
attend institutions in which they
receive less faculty attention than
in previous decades.

Source: Change Magazine. November-December, 1990. p.22
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Section 7. Options for Improving Quality
and Containing Costs in
California Higher Education

WHILE the options outlined on the following pages attempt to directly address the

Cost Disease, the Growth Force, the Administrative Lattice, and the Academic
Ratchet, they should not be viewed as a coherent reform package, an exhaustive

laundry list, or anything other than what it was intended to be -- a representative sampling of the

types of reform strategies being considered nationally. In most cases, specific options have been
taken straight from the national or state literature and the descriptions and rationale are directly

quoted from experts in the field. In the interests of brevity, descriptions of options are sometimes
paraphrased. Where necessary, additional narrative has been added to relate specific options to

the experience in California.

The first group of options address the broad environmental factors that serve to connect and
mutually reinforce the different cost drivers outlined in the previous section. Since these four
cost-drivers are octen interrelated, it should not be surprising that many individual options are

intended to simultaneously address more than one. Most typically, these options relate to the

Growth Force, the Administrative Lattice, and/or the Academic Ratchet Subsequent groups of
options are organized according to their specific relationship to the individual causes of cost
escalation previously outlined. Finally, some options are intended to be initiated at the state level,

others are clearly institution based, while still others require involvement at both levels. These

designations are noted parenthetically after each option.

Broad Based Options for Containing Costs
and Improving Quality in Higher Education

1. Develop a Shared Statement and Commitment to Mission
(State and Institution Based)

The state and the higher education systems should jointly define and commit themselves to

broad, coordinated, and clearly prioritized missions so that decisions can be made

congruent to them. In addition, individual campuses, units, and departments, whether
administrative or academic, should also explicitly articulate and embrace their individual

missions, and should explicitly relate these missions to the goals of the institution as a

whole. By precisely defining the mission for a campus and for each fimctional unit within

it, it becomes possible to set realistic goals and encourage innovation at all levels in
meeting them. Because defining missions at the unit level also facilitates a widespread
understanding of and commitment to the campus' broad mission, it serves to allow greater

freedom in local decision making, reduces the need for bureaucratic oversight or approval

of individual decisions, and establishes the basis for greater accountability in ensuring that
unit-based missions are accomplished. Finally, it helps to shape and reinforce both an
incentive system and an organizational culture in which there is little tolerance for personal



agendas that are in conflict with the goals of the institution.88

2. More narrowly define system and/or campus missions.
(State and Institution Based)

As just noted, all individuals working in higher education need to be able to ascertain and
state the institution's mission, vision, values, and, most important, to base decisions on
them. Systems, campuses, and individual departments, like all others, cannot do
everything, cover every subspecialty, or accede to all demands for new services or new
at,ti ties. This commitment to mission, focus, and targeted areas of excellence must be
brought to pervade all levels of higher education.89 The nature of the current crisis means
that "[i]ncreasingly, colleges and universities will be in the business f determining which

programs and services are unique, rather than those that simply add '.-'ue."90

The California Postsecondary Education Commission recognized as early as 1990 that
historic levels of fimding might not be available to accommodate needed enrollment
growth. At that time CPEC discussed the need to explore more narrowly defined system

and/or campus missions in response to future funding shortfalls:

"The policy priority of maintaining access and quality, insofar as it is still possible,

should guide the development of these options, which must include -- at minimum

-- the following possibilities:

The differentiation of function among the segments of higher education might
have to become more sharply defined, with the state forced to direct the
segments to prioritize scarce resources to those aspects of their operations that
are unique to their mission. Under this scenario, the University of California
would have to focus more on graduate education and research, and either
increase admissions standards to reduce undergraduate access or else reduce
some aspect of undergraduate education altogether. The State University
would have to turn away from hopes for expansion of their public service and

research missions, to focus on upper-division instruction and professional
education.

As an alternative to sharper delineation of function between the segments, the

state should be prepared to explore increased differentiation among campuses
witlun systems. Under this scenario, individual campuses within systems might

have roles and functions that are narrowly drawn within the overall segmental
mission, allowing for maintenance of excellence within the segment as a whole,
but recognizing that limitations in resources no longer allows for all campuses to
provide the full range of programs possible under the broad segmental mission

88The University of Michigan Initiatives, op. cit.
89Ibid.
90Maydm, Mary Jo, "Assessing Noninstructional Costs and Productivity," New Directions fc. Institutional
Research, Fall 1992, p. 50.
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The recent Master Plan policy of accommodating all eligible applicants to the
University of California and the State University would have to be reexamined,

with more diversion of lower-division students to the community colleges....

If funds are severely constrained, resources would have to be diverted to
programs of greatest demand, with low-usage and high-cost programs closed
on a selective basis "91

Also intending to promote the dual goals of improving efficiency and quality, the

Assembly Higher Education Committee has recently identified several similar options for

how system or campus missions might be more narrowly defined. While several of these
options were articulated by the Committee as rhetorical questions, for clarity they are

restated here in the declarative form 92

Substantially reduce lower division education as a primary mission of UC and CSU,

and provide funding for the Community Colleges sufficient to absorb the shifted

students

Each UC and CSU campus should be directed to develop a curricular specialization
(e.g. natural science, agriculture, or liberal arts), and where possible academic
departments in disciplines outside the specialization should be consolidated.

Academic programs at UC and CSU campuses, particularly at the graduate and
professional level, and vocational programs at community colleges, should be
eliminated if sufficient capacity is available in comparable programs at either (1) other
public and private institutions in the region or (2) other campuses in the respective

system.

Four UC campuses should be designated as state research centers, with a substantial

reduction in state support for non-instructional research at the remaining campuses.93

In sum, the national literature clearly indicates that there is potential for improving both

quality and productivity by more clearly and narrowly differentiating institutional missions

In the case of more narrowly differentiating campus missions, the extent of possible long-
term budgetary savings is not clear. However, speaking generally, "Cohn, Rhine, and
Santos (1989) did find evidence of positive returns to scale for research; scale economies
also occur in instruction, but the effects are not large except at the low end of the
enrollment range. On the other hand, scale economies are more readily apparent in the

91California Postsecondary Education Commission. Higher Education at the Crossroads: Planning for the 21st
Century, (Sacramento: The Commission), 1990, pp. 7-8.
92Assernbly Committee on Higher Education. "Discussion Paper #1: Mission and Function," February 1993.
93Assembly Committee on Higher Education. "Discussion Paper #1: Mission and Function," and "Discussion
Paper #3: Faculty, Instruction, and Research," Master Plan for Higher Education in Focus. 1993.
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support areas (Brinkman and Leslie, I986)."94 In addition, both the Gilmore95 and
Fuller96 studies (discussed in more detail on pp 29-30) indicate that academic quality
might also be expected to rise as a result of more focused instructional missions.

However, and in spite of a public consensus that all promising alternatives should be
carefully examined in light of the current crisis, it can be expected that at least the
University of California would object strenuously to a serious exploration of any of these
options. Notwithstanding compelling evidence to the contrary, the public rationale for the
University's opposition to these types of options has been the argument that
comprehensive research and graduate programs are necessary on each University campus
because they are integral to the vibrancy and vitality of the undergraduate program.
However, the primary reason driving the University's resistance appears to be grounded in

a much different problem -- a problem rooted in the operational mechanism of the
Academic Ratchet.

To lay the groundwork for understanding one of the University's main (and unstated)

concerns regarding more narrowly differentiating campus missions, it is important to
understand that for years the state's financing system has provided more or less block

funding for most aspects of the University's state-supported operations. This funding is
tied to overall enrollment levels, as well as enrollment growth, without regard to the level
of instruction being provided. In other words, the University receives the same increment
of funds for an additional freshr.ln English major as it receives for an additional Ph.D.
student in Engineering. This approach has provided the University with much needed
budgetary flexibility, but at the state level it has also served to conceal the actual costs of
providing instructional services at different levels (e.g. undergraduate, Ph.D., and
professional programs), as well as changes in those cost profiles over time. As noted
earlier, this funding system has also served to obscure the extent to which State General
Funds finance departmental research and faculty compensation for non-instructional
activities, as well as changes in these areas over time.

In part because this state-leuel "information gap" has existed for so long, it appears to be
the University's view that it must be preserved. The fear has been that state leaders cannot
be allowed to know the real instructional cost differences by level of instruction, because if
they did know, they would be unwilling to adequately finance either the University's
graduate programs or departmental research activities. Consequently, a careful
examination of the budgetary implications of more narrowly defined campus missions

poses a severe threat to the University because it would isolate expenditure patterns
between campuses with different instructional focuses, thus revealing programmatic cost
differences between the University's various programs.

Responding to a question posed by an international review panel, former UC Preside It

"Brinkman, Paul T., "Factors That Influence Costs in Education," New Directions for Institutional
Research, Fall 1992, P. 25.
96 Evaluating Academic Productivity and Quality, op. cit., p 43.
96Ph.D. Recipients: Khere Did They Go to College 2, op. cit., pp. 42-51.
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David Gardner frankly addressed this fear at a 1989 OECD meeting in Paris, France:

"Yet the question of research and teaching remains a sore point. We defend our
arrangement as best we can, although we freely acknowledge its weaknesses. We
don't know any other way of doing it. The State of California would not pay for a

research university if we only offered instruction to graduate students. Indeed,
they would not pay, in my opinion, for a university that only offered the last two

years in graduate instruction. The only way we manage is to admit students at the

freshman level in large numbers, and redirect the money that is appropriated for
them to the graduate program. There is no other way of managing at the moment

other than the way in which I have very honestly described it to you."97

In essence, President Gardner is arguing that it is necessary to use undergraduates as cash

cows to finance graduate education, because if state leaders knew what these graduate

programs actually cost, they wouldn't pay. To the extent that this view persists in the

University today, it not only expresses a deep distrust in elected officials to do right by

their university systems, but in light of the current crisis it also effectively forecloses a
number of potential options, which at the very least deserve careful and critical scrutiny

Obviously, overcoming this distrust and breaking down the current instructional cost
"information gap" are both necessary prerequisites to assessing the mission-based options

outlined here, as well as the budgetary options that follow.

This problem further illustrates the need for state and higher education leaders to
reestablish a measure of mutual trust by specifically articulating their shared

understandings regarding institutional missions, expectations for degree and research

production, as well as relative priorities when financing is not available to accomplish all

stated missions. Implicit within former president Gardner's concern is the view that the

University's goals have somehow become incongruent with those of the state, and that
block-funding, based on aggregate enrollment, is the only way to preserve the University's

vision of how its institutions should be configured. However, instead of obfuscating the

available tradeoffs, it is essential that state and educational leaders confront them directly,

jointly defining not only admissions goals, but also goals regarding needed degree

production at different instructional levels, needed research production, as well as

estimates of the funding necessary to accomplish them all under various scenarios.

Zemsky and Massy describe the potential of these strategies as follows: "Substantial
savings would be possible if each institution could narrow its offerings to a set of 'core'

products and reduce its expenditures on faculty and facilities in 'non-essential' areas.

Different institutions might make different choices -- collectively, perhaps, or through an

independent search for the right 'market niche.' Ideally, the result would be to maintain

today's array of choices for students, but with more institutional differentiation."98 The
following group of options address the role that the state budget process might play in this

effort.

"Reviews of National Policies for Education: Higher Education in California, op. cit., pp. 104-105.

98Cost-Containment: Committing to a New Economic Reality, op. cit., p.21.
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3. Use Funding Formulas as a Means to Articulate Broad State Goals and
Priorities
(State Level)

3A. One suggested approach is to split the "Instruction" line-item in the state
budget to recognize both "Instruction" and "Departmental Research."

As noted in the previous paragraphs and in Section 4, it is a peculiar feature of state
financing for research universities, in California and nationally, that the "Instruction" line-

item includes far more than just funds related to instruction. In addition to instruction and
related activities, the "Instruction" line-item also includes significant amounts of funding

for departmental research and faculty compensation for time spent on non-instructional
activities (See Section 4). The same is true of the funds the state provides "on the margin"

to finance enrollment growth. In short, funding for additional departmental research and
faculty non-instructional time are provided as a function of enrollment growth, and
funding for these areas grows along with the rest of the base instructional budget as it is

adjusted upward over the years for inflation and the like.

The issue is not that departmental research or faculty time spent on non-instructional
activities is unimportant. Far from it. Adequate funding for both of these areas is critical

to maintaining the viability of the University's graduate education and research programs
Instead, the issue is that the state's appropriation to UC for "instruction" is currently
justified on the basis of overall student enrollment levels, despite the fact that student
enrollment bears no relationship to the state's need for either departmental research or the

total amount of time faculty should spend pursuing non-instr ictional activities.99 Yet
despite this fact, in California and many other states, funding for non-iiistructional
functions have been growing on auto pilot over the years, tied to and moving upward in
lockstep with enrollment growth, embedded and unseen in states' overall appropriations
for instruction. As discussed in the previous group of options, the need to adequately
finance these non-instructional expenses is obvious, but equally clear is that these separate

and distinct components of the "instruction" budget should be justified and financed on

their own merits, with the full understanding of all participants in the decision-making

process.

William Massy addressed this issue at a 1990 SHEE01°° seminar held on higher education

finance: "(Longanecker and Mingle) have suggested that maybe we should separate the
instructional and departmental research budget. I agree. That just has to be done. It's a
start and it has to be done in a way that you do not cheat the departmental research
budget. If there's even a smell of that then you will be done in. It may come first to those
universities and those systems who most clearly value teaching and research and feel

99This very point was argued persuasively by U.C. officials recently when they maintained, as part of CPEC's Cost
of University Instruction study, that these non-instructional expenditures should be excluded from the University's

"cost-per-student" calculation.
I Uo 5 ,1State Higher Education Executive Officers Association.



confident enough that they will be able to make the distinction. I think that's the first step,
a structural step "101 To reiterate, the point is not that these non-instructional items
should somehow be slashed, but rather that they should be funded based upon some
rational and explicitly recognized assessment of the state's need and willingness to pay for

them

3B. Move from cost-based to incentive budgeting

Another option is to break the instruction line-item down even further, financing
educational activities by level of instruction as a means to articulate rehtive state priorities

in the budget process

Massy describes this option as follows: "You can deliberately build financial incentives
into the formula coefficients. Assume that you know what the approximate cost of a
Ph.D. program is, and you decide you do not really want this to be a state priority any
longer. You set a price formula a little bit below the cost, in order to produce a negative
gross margin for the Ph.D. program. In the same way, you could increase the margin for
undergraduate programs. You don't hide these differences. Instead, you tell the
institutions you are departing from 'cost-based pricing' and moving to 'incentive

pricing.'"102

3C Explicitly change the facuhy workload assumptions built into State funding
formulas.

Faculty workload is a particularly popular place for state leaders to focus in the effort to
affect institutional priorities, because faculty workload assumptions feed directly into state

funding formulas. This is an appropriate area of inquiry for decision makers and has been

a focus for leaders in other states.

"State officials across the country believe that many colleges and universities,
particularly research institutions, have lost sight of their essential mission -- the
teaching of undergraduate students -- as faculty members spend more time away
from the classroom engaged in research and other professional activities. In effect,
they argue that institutions are charging students more and at the same time they

are delivering less To combat this trend, several states have launched
investigations into how much time faculty spend working with undergraduates
Surveys of faculty workload have been administered in Mississippi, New York, and
Virginia. Arizona and North Carolina have similar studies under way. State
officials believe that work-load studies have the potential to produce both cost
savings and better undergraduate education."1°3

101m- ss} .aWilliam. State Higher Education Executive Officers Association; "The Dynamics of Academic

Productivity," March 1990. p. 36.
102 p 40.
103The Lattice and the Ratchet. op. cit
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In addition, there is much that institutions can do to improve both public and internal
understanding of this complex issue. The following paragraphs outline how the University
of Michigan has chosen to address this challenge.

"One of the major constraints that inhibits our ability to improve quality is the
traditional rigidity in the definition of faculty 'workload.' Despite ample evidence
that individual faculty members differ greatly in the relative importance with which
they view various tasks and in their abilities to perform them, we persist in defining
the expected task in the same way for everyone. .For much of the University the
expectation is that the teaching proportion of a regular faculty member's
responsibility is two courses per term for two terms per year. Further, there is an
understanding that the balance of a faculty member's time is expected to be
devoted to research with some contribution to a variety of 'service' activities. This
description of faculty workload is typical, with teaching expectations carefully
defined in terms of classes taught and with the research expectation vague,
particularly for tenured faculty. Even the teaching definition is not careful since
the class size, the level of the students, the amount of support provided, as well as
many other factors are not considered. The result of the false precision of one of
these factors and the vagueness of the other tasks is that any two individuals are
difficult to compare, and concerns about efficiency as well as equity may be raised
All too often this or a similar standard load is applied to everyone, year after year,
with little or no variation relating to individual abilities or preferences. We (the
University of Michigan) encourage the development of a more flexible approach to
the definition of workload, and to the allocation of individual faculty efforts. We
should be ready to adjust the proportions so as to take advantage of individual
differences.

"In place of this rigid structure, from which the only variation is downward in each
component [e.g. instruction, research, and public service], we suggest the
substitution of a more global, broadly defined expectation, made up of varying
amounts of the several components (varying both among individuals and for a
single individual over time). A symptom of the problem we wish to address is that
while we speak of a teaching 'load,' we never refer to a research 'load,' we see
strong research sometimes resulting in reduced teaching, but weaker research
rarely resulting in increased teaching The 'standard' obligation in each of the
components is an effective maximum, from which variation is only in one direction
We believe it should be treated more like a true average, with variations permitted
and even encouraged in both directions. It is clear that changes of this sort must
be carried out at the department or school and college level with considerable
active discussion and participation by the entire set of individuals involved.

"Obviously, this greater flexibility will be beneficial only if the proper incentives
and reward structure are created in tandem Faculty members must be valued and
rewarded for their total contribution, teaching and service as well as research. A
one-dimensional reward structure will induce a one-dimensional effort But those

5 6
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who do less research and more teaching make it possible for others to do the
reverse, and their contribution must be recognized appropriately. A clear outcome
of this process is likely to be quite different teaching (for example, some faculty
teaching more and/or larger classes and some teaching less) and research
assignments for individuals at various times. We recognize the difficulty of
tackling these issues but also know that it has been done successfully in some
circumstances. It is unlikely to be successful if the changes are dictated from the
top because the data on workload and individual skills and preferences are best
known at the level where the work takes place. We believe that costs can be
saved, and that the quality of teaching and research can be improved with this
decentralization of decision making on (individual) faculty workloads. Indeed, this
may be the only hope for dealing with the inability to add resources."104

3D. Shift the focus of incentives away from individual faculty members and toward
their departments, divisions, and schools.

For example, instead of distributing all funds appropriated for Merit Salary
Adjustments to individual fc4culty based on individual performance, the State
could set a portion of this money aside for allocation to all faculty in a
department, based upon locally determined assessments of instructional
performance for the department co a whole.

Massy addressed this and related issues at the same seminar: ''Provosts and deans need to
communicate to departments that they are going to be rewarded or punished according to
their teaching ^s well as their research productivity. Once one has separated the teaching
and instruction budget, one r m let the dean know that his or her instructional budget will

grow along as the value (not just the quality) of the research grows. And overall, the pay
structure within the department will reflect both of these productivities. So everybody in
the unit will benefit if both of these factors go up. Then you will begin to get an
environment that allows tradeoffs, because the person in research is going to value the
person who is helping the revenue stream with teaching. The revenue stream is not just
based on numbers of teachers in relation to enrollments -- not just the old enrollment
formulas. To make this work we must have ways of knowing what is good teaching just
as we have ways of knowing what is good research. Both the quality and quantity of
teaching (and --search) must be related to the department's resources and its members'
pay.H1o5

3E. Wow institutions to retain achieved savings

Sit.,1..i stated, "if an institution cuts its costs but is not permitted to reinvest savings in its
own future, there is no incentive to save...H106

I °4University of Michigan. "Enhancing Quality in an Era of Resource Constraints," The University of Michigan
Tasi Thrce on the Costs of Higher Education, June 1990, pp. 27-28.
1051bid., p. 37,
106Ref7ections on Cost Control in the Public and Private Sectors, op. cit p. 20.
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4. Finance new initiatives through "Growth by Substitution"
(State and Institution Based)

Recognizing that the combined forces of enrollment pressure, a dysfunctional state finance

system, and a persistent economic recession result in a very bleak fiscal future for higher
education, institutions and the state should consider embracing the concept of "growth by

substitution." Growth by substitution recognizes the need for priority setting and long-

term fiscal discipline by maintaining that, aside from funds related to enrollment growth,
for every new activity an institution, administrative unit, or academic department chooses

to pursue, some other existing activity must be discontinued in order to free up the

resources for the new activity. This principle can be applied at the broadest level, for
example, by a campus choosing to consolidate or eliminate some academic departments to
finance major expansion in others, to the narrowest level where a student services unit
might choose to finance expansion of its hours by giving up some portion of its office

space and saving on the associated overhead charges.1°7

Finally, Growth by Substitution is especially important as a means to maintair institutional

dynamism and avoid the tendency of campuses and departments to freeze up

organizationally as a result of long-term budgetary restraints "Growth by Substitution

allows campuses and individual departments to become more aggressive in setting

priorities and in identifying, preserving, and enhancing those programs and services that

are unique, and distinguishing them from those that merely add value "1°8

5. Impose Revenue (Tuition) Discipline
(State and Institution Based)

Currently, most colleges and universities budget expendituresfirst, using last year's costs

as a starting assumption, then adjusting upward for inflation, salary increases, projected
enrollment growth, and the like Institutions then make assumptions about appropriate
tuition increases, negotiate with the state over their appropriations, and when necessary,

impose additional last minute tuition increases to mitigate the effects of major shortfalls in

state support 1°9

In California, this process has generally resolved itself in recent years with a last minute
effort to generate additional tuition revenue, to at least close the gap between state

revenues and institutional expenditure estimates. As a result, this approach has been
extremely difficult on students and their families because it has eroded any predictability in

estimating colleges costs, but it has also served to erode budgetary discipline within
institutions themselves. "Xerox"-based budgeting encourages a "use it or lose it"

mentality at the unit and departmental level, and encourages budget planners and other

107 The University of Michigan Initiatives. op cit
108thid.

1°9Ibid.
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decision makers to resist making hard choices.110 Only after efforts to close the "revenue

gap" through additional tuition increases fall short, do institutions generally begin publicly
determining where specific cuts will be made.

There is a vigorous debate currently underway at the state level over whether public sector
entities should begin their fiscal planning by first budgeting likely revenues, or by first

budgeting the expenditures necessary to meet current policy goals. The intent of this

Occasional Paper is not to address that important discussion, altl- Th its resolution has
serious implications for higher education finance. Instead, the issue addressed here is the

extent to which colleges and universities should be able to view tuition as a "revenue
source of last resort" in the event of significant state funding shortfalls.

One alternative pursued by the University of Michigan is to begin its planning process by
budgeting revenues first, primarily student fees, but also building in rough estimates of
likely state support. Programmatic priorities are then defined, and if significant deficits

emerge when building the expenditure side of the budget, or when negotiating financing
from the state, then the process revolves around systematically identifying ways to get

expenditures within the adjusted revenue projection. As noted, the University of Michigan

now employs this internal budgeiiiig process, and it was intended, their provost says, to
put the university on a "revenue diet" and force it to exercise budgetary discipline and to
employ tighter decision making.m Regardless of the process or enforcement mechanisms

employed, the overriding point is that no student fee policy can be effective, no matter
how brilliantly conceived, if either institutions or the state lack the discipline to follow it

during times of budgetary crisis.

6. Recognize Full Costs
(Institution Based)

It is crucial that local departments and units be forced to recognize and bear the full costs

of the decisions they make. For example, at some colleges across the country staff salaries

are paid out of departmental budgets while benefits are paid out of a central account.
Thus, while a department bears the same expense if it replaces one full-time person with

two part-timers, it doesn't recognize (or doesn't care) that the central account must now

pay benefit costs for two people. In another example, "In many instances current
budgeting practices do not include recognition of the costs of the general fund space used

by a department or unit. Utilities, custodial services, maintenance, and security are all
significant cost drivers within a campus, as are capital expenses and ongoing expenditures
for space increases. If campus budgeting practices were to consistently recognize that

space is not a free good, then it might result in more prudent and creative uses of existing

space as well as mitigate the need for new buildings, all of which hold down costs." 112

Identifying central accounts where expenses are not charged back to local units is one

1 1 Onmd.

1111bid

I 12Ibid.
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promising place to start in the process of identifying areas where departments may not be
basing decisions on the full cost implications of their actions

7. Tie Unit Budgets to Cost-Containment Efforts in a Direct Way
(State and Institution Based)

While it is critical that individual units and departments bear the costs of their decisions, it
is equally critical that they receive at least a portion of the savings they can accrue through
improved efficiency."3

8. Avoid across the board cuts
(State and Institution Based)

"Across the board reductions, in which each operation receives the same (savings)
target ..generally fail for several reasons First, they deny the reality that operations have
different abilities to reduce cost...Second, they make institutional choices at the wrong
level. Rather than consider at the outset that some programs and services will receive
fewer resources, the decisions about where to reduce costs are forced into the divisions,
sometimes into the departments. This fragmentation is unlikely to result in a set of
outcomes that represents a coherent whole, much less the best choices for the institution
over time. Finally, the vital opportunity to couple reductions in cost with improvements in
productivity is lost."114 "Across the board cuts (also) bring on a climate of rear-view
planning, which transforms all initiatives into private strategies for reinstating what was
severed "115

Instead of across the board cuts, "(t)he focus should be specific programmatic cuts and
restructuring of functions in both academic and administrative operations "116

Options for Addressing "The Cost Disease"

9. Strategies aimed at shortening time-to-degree
(State and Institution Based)

9A. Encourage accelerated degree programs.

These approaches aim to increase the speed, and hence the efficiency, with which students
move through the higher education systems. The goal here is not to reduce annual per-
student costs, but to decrease the total per-student cost by reducing the number of years
they are incurred. If successful, this approach allows institutions to accommodate more
students and produce more degree recipients within a static enrollment and revenue base

113Ibid
114Assessing Noninstructional Costs and Productivity, op. cit., p. 51.
115The Other Side of the Mountain, op. cit , p. 5A
116Examming Academic and Administrative Productivity Measures, op. cit., p 74.
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To be sure, just raising these options implicitly questions whether historic degree
configurations and requirements constitute the optimal arrangement for California's
educational future; but the implications go far beyond that. Most importantly, a serious

examination of these strategies would require a careful conversation among the faculty

about what learning experiences are necessary to prepare California's next generation of

students for the future. Instead of the current "shopping mall" approach to the
undergraduate curriculum, in which completion of a gross number of units across general

subject areas constitute the primary basis for graduation in many disciplines, an alternative

somewhat akin to the curriculum frameworks developed in the K-12 system might be

considered 1 1 7

In considering these issues, it is important to note that current disciplinary divisions and

degree requirements have not been the result of a careful calibration between the structure

of academia and the needs of either society or students. Instead, the current configuration

is largely the result of uncoordinated historical evolution, sometimes over centuries, with

the direction of change being almost invariably in the direction of greater specialization

and additional disciplinary divisions. As outlined in Section 6, the direction of this
evolution is driven largely by the Growth Force and the Academic Ratchet, whereby an

area of academic inquiry gains respectability and prestige by becoming a distinct
"subspecialty," and yet additional prestige by becoming a full-blown academic field In

short, the proliferation of academic departments has been motivated more by the
imperatives of increasingly specialized research and graduate programs than by the

curricular needs of undergraduates.

While the division of knowledge into increasingly discreet subunits may be

necessary at the graduate level, its appropriateness at the undergraduate level is a

matter of vigorous debate. Many critics now openly question whether these

narrow disciplinary objectives are even compatible with the goal of the broad-
breadth general education normally associated with the Bachelor's degree The
following paragraphs outline several types of options that are intended to address

these issues

9B. Engage the faculty in rethinking the structure, content, and duration of
the undergraduate program to ensure that current degree requirements
are appropriate to the needs of both individual students and the State as
a whole.

9C. Consolidate the lower-division curriculum into one or more prescribed
general education course patterns. Reserve more specialized discipline-
based courses for the junior and senior years.

This approach attempts to consolidate lower division course offerings into

117The Dynamics of Academic Productivity, op. cit.
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a narrower, more efficient, and hopefully more coherent general education
curriculum. By establishing a common general education core, or a range
of core options, it is possible to impose more structure and less variability
in the undergraduate curriculum. Advocates argue that since this approach
results in more sections of fewer courses, it encourages faculty
collaboration, enhances the quality of courses offered, and promotes more
breadth and coherence in the curriculum. By increasing the integration of
subject matter within and between classes in core course patterns, there
may also be opportunities for reducing the total number of courses
necessary to complete the general education program.

9D. Consolidate or reduce the number of general education courses in
selected "high-paradigm" disciplines.

This second approach attempts to recognize that the curricular rigors of
certain disciplines may have already made the mastery of required
discipline-based knowledge and skills, a meaningful general education, and
reasonable time-to-degree incompatible. In some undergraduate programs
(e.g. Engineering) the discipline-based degree requirements are already so
daunting that relatively little time is left for "electives." For example, in
some programs upper division breadth requirements may be so general as
to require eight units in the humanities or fine arts, and eight units in the
social sciences. Because these programs tend to be highly competitive,
with a premium placed on Grade Point Averages, students often pursue a
risk-averse strategy in fulfilling these requirements. Enterprising students
on some campuses even publish underground catalogs of extremely easy
courses (known as "gut" courses) for precisely this purpose.

While some breadth requirements (e.g. basic writing) will always be
necessary, this strategy aims to recognize the modern reality in these
programs by either significantly reducing general education requirements or
consolidating them into a more focused core curriculum.

9E. Establish 3-year bachelor degree programs.

Similar to the first option in this group, but more focused on the goal of
reducing the time for degree completion, this option is based on the many
undergraduate programs in Europe and Japan th-` are shorter than the
typical four-year bachelor's degree offered in A. .erica. Some higher
education leaders in California have privately contemplated the notion of a
highly structured three-year general education program in which students
could take the first two years in a community college and the final year at a
four-year university. Stanford University is also currently examining the
possibility of shortening the length of some of its undergraduate programs.

California Research Ihirean Pa?e 6.1



9F. Reassess the various program components necessary for graduate
degrees.

As with their undergraduate counterparts, the California Postsecondary
Education Commission recently reported that average time-to-degree for
Ph.D. programs has also increased over the years. The reasons for this
increase are numerous, but one major factor was the lack of clarity in

degree requirements.118 In addition, doctoral programs were originally
designed to prepare students for a life in academia, even though increasing
numbers now pursue careers in the private sector or in government. It may

be appropriate at this time to question whether identical emphasis between
different program requirements is the best approach for all students,
especially given their increasingly diverse career goals. For example, if a

student aspires to a career in the private sector, should they be expected to
spend as much time in teaching assistantships as a student aiming for
academia? Developing specific and clearly articulated graduation
requirements is one means to shorten graduate time-to-degree, and

developing discreet program tracks for students with different career goals

may be another.

9G. Improve student financial support.

The need to provide adequate financial support to ensure student access has been

extensively examined elsewhere.119 Less frequently discussed is the role that
inadequate financial support plays in extending student time-to-degree at both the

undergraduate and graduate levels. It stands to reason that the more students must
work to stay in school, the less time they have to study and take classes. If rising
tuition and an erosion in student financial aid are contribdting to lower student
course-loads and longer time-to-degree, then General Fund and institutional

savings resulting from these actions may ultimately result in higher long-term state
costs by extending the total period of time in which general educational subsidies
must be provided to students prior to degree attainment. Definitive data on these
issues are not readily available, but the implications for both cost and efficiency of

even slight increases in time-to-degree are significant, and as a result warrant

careful examination.

10. Non-traditional modes of delivering instruction

104. Increase use of distance learning and emerging information technologies.

The potential cost-effectiveness of non traditional instructional techniques

118California Postsecondary Education Commission. Shortening Time to the Doctoral Degree. (Sacramento: The

Commission) 1991.
119Cite CPEC financial aid study
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improves significantly as colleges and universities pursue strategies to establish a

more coherent and limited number of general education course offerings. The unit
costs of delivering individual classes through distance learning (telecourses, remote
location instruction, etc.) can be high, but if a commonly articulated curricular core

could be developed, then the production costs for a limited number of core courses
could be spread among a much larger number of potential students. As CPEC has
noted, in addition to providing instruction more efficiently to current students,

these approaches may hold the greatest potential for providing educational
opportunities to persons who otherwise would not have been in the educational

system at all. Annenberg/CPB multi-episode productions such as The Western
Tradition and The Africans are marvelous examples of the potential for

telecourses.

In addition to distance learning opportunities, on-line networks, electronic
document retrieval, and other emerging information technologies hold tremendous
promise for consolidating library and other information resources between

campuses and systems. This is one of those areas where emerging technologies

may provide opportunities for both containing costs and improving access to
educational and research materials for students and faculty.

10B. Year Round Operation.

This option has been suggested repeatedly in California over the years,120 and on

the grounds that it would actually increase costs, it has been just as consistently

rejected Perhaps the context for that historic debate has changed

It is true that year-round-operation (YRO) increases per-student costs, if a static

number of students are being accommodated, because the state does not currently

subsidize college or university summer sessions. In this instance, mandating YRO

would require that state subsidies be established for summer session at levels

commensurate with those provided for students during the other terms. If the total
number of students accommodated by the institution does not change as a result,

clearly state costs will increase

However, if the issue is that the state cannot afford to accommodate all projected

enrollment growth to begin with, then YRO may provide a means to absorb
additional students for less additional money than traditional means of expansion.

In this case, YRO may provide a mechanism to accommodate more students within

the same physical space than would otherwise be possible. In addition, a campus'
administrative and student services expenditures could be spread over a broader
(year-round) enrollment base, containing costs in this area as well

As CPEC has noted, YRO is currently in effect at several State University

120Cahfornia Postsecondary Education Ccmmission. Technical Background P6pe.fs to Higher Education at the

Crossroads. (Sacramento: The Commission), 1990.



campuses, and appears to work best on urban commuter campuses, where part-
time and other non traditional (often older) students are more prevalent.121

Options Countering "The Administrative Lattice"

11. Take account of administrative growth
(State and Institution Based)

"(Measuring) the dimensions of the administrative lattice and noting where and why it has

grown...will not be easy. For good and understandable reasons, the administrative staff

will resist -- citing the difficulty of making meaningful comparisons, the paucity of
accurate data, and the extent to which actual growth has been a function of external
regulation, the increased size of the physical plant, and faculty and student demands for
increased services."122 Nevertheless, for reasons relating to both state-level accountability

and basic internal management controls, it is essential that institutions be able to track,

describe, and justify both the level of administrative growth and the factors driving it 123

12. Replace Control and Oversight with Clear Accountability Measures
(State and Institution Based)

"Many state, system, and campus-level administrative and oversight policies are designed

to elicit multiple layers of approval or reporting for every action prior to or immediately

after its occurrence. These policies contribute to increased bureaucracy and its attendant
frustrations and costs." Instead, reward systems should be put in place which serve to

focus mission and encourage efficiency. Units and managers should be left to respond to

these incentive systems, and they should be held accountable for their decisions and

actions.124

13. Move Decision Making Down in the Organization
(Institution Based)

"Decisions should be made at the lowest level possible, encouraging innovation and

reduction in bureaucracy, and local decision makers should understand their rights and

responsibilities in making these decisions."125

14. More Risk Taking, Less Consensus Management
(Institution Based)

"The preferred style of decision making in higher education is consensual, both when

121Ibid.
122The Lattice and the Ratchet, op. cit. p. 6.
123Thid.

124The University of Michigan Initiatives, Op. cit.
125/bid.
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appropriate and when not."126 Institutions must carefully assess their various
administrative functions and distinguish between administrative decisions where consensus
decision making is necessary and decisions where it is not

15. Define Continual Improvement as a Goal
(Institution Based)

While higher education institutions have always aspired to continual improvement, it is

important that this be explicitly stated and directly related to both institution-wide and
unit-specific missions and goals, so that it can become a widely shared and understood

ideal. It is also important to remember that more is not necessarily better and that
improvement needs to be related, both in principie and in budgetary practices, to the
efficient accomplishment of mission, rather than the size or growth of an operation. In
doing so, the current incentive system can be turned on its head. Under this new
organizational culture, instead of presiding over a territorial unit with constantly growing
functions and staff, managing the efficient accomplishment of a precisely defined mission

becomes the basis for budgetary and personal reward.127

16. Consolidation of organizations
(State and Institution Based)

"There are important opportunities to improve program and service delivery and
simultaneously to reduce costs through a more streamlined organization structure In

some cases, it may be as straightforward as combining two departments with similar and

overlapping functions into a single overall operation with an integrated focus, for example,

development and public relations."128

In the case of California, consolidation may also provide opportunity for improving
efficiency and/or effectiveness at the state and system levels. Legislation has been

introduced which proposes to consolidate the California Postsecondary Education
Commission, the California Student Aid Commission, and the Commission on Private

Postsecondary and Vocational Education.129 Other possibilities that have been suggested

over the years include eliminating or reducing the number of locally governed community
college districts, consolidating systemwide governance of the community colleges and the

California State University, as well as consolidating governance of all three public higher

education systems under one "super-board."13°

126Thid.

127Thid.

128Assessing Noninstructional Costs and Productivity, op. cit., p. 53.
129See Assembly Bill 319 (Archie-Hudson), 1993 legislative session.
130Master Plan Review Commission. The Master Plan Revisited, (Sacramento. The Commission), 1988.
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17. Consolidation of administrative functions.
(institution Based)

"(Consolidation of functions) applies the same consolidation principle to a different

dimension, that of function rather than structure (Massy, 1992). The benefits are similar.

The targets here are similar tasks that are performed at several places. How many people

in different departments are involved in publications, or computing, or managing supplies

inventories? There are dozens of opportunities in all but the smallest institutions for

consolidating similar functions "131

18. Contracting for services
(Institution Based)

"The 'make versus buy' decision is a fundamental productivity analysis, and one that is

being applied to an ever-widening variety of services. The contractual arrangements for

campus bookstores, food service operations, and janitorial services are very familiar But

many other possibilities for purchasing services exist that may result in cost savings for

colleges and universities. publications, student loan processing, payroll and accounting

services, catering, copy services, campus security, construction management, and so
..,3,

on.

19. Joint Ventures
(Institution Based)

"Cooperation with other institutions of higher education is another approach that may

provide a means of emulating econoinies of scale. Some institutions such as the Five

Colleges Consortium in Massachusetts and the Claremont Colleges have a long tradition

of intercollegiate cooperation, others have not yet explored such opportunities. At one

level, purchasing consortia, insurance captives, and similar joint ventures, which have

existed for a number of years, continue to provide cost-effective access to such services

In addition, a number of other opportunities for shared programs and services exist that

might be cost-effective in areas as diverse as career counseling, joint health insurance

programs, and student loan collections. Finally, new opportunities are developing, either

through joint funding or by purchasing services from a larger neighbor in technically

specialized fields such as environmental health and safety, employee assistance programs,

and diagnostic testing for students with learning disabilities."133

"Fundamentally, the administrative lattice can be scaled back only by redesigning
administrative organizations, by redefining the nature of administrative authority and

responsibility on the one hand, and, on the other, the content of administrative tasks."134

13 'Assessing Soninstructional Costs and Productivity, op cit p 53
13211A., 55.

1331bid., p 58.
1347he Lattice and the Ratchet, op. cit . p. 7. 6"
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Options Countering "The Academic Ratchet"

20. Consider Alternatives to the Ph.D. for Some College Instructional Positions
(Institution Based)

"We are heading for a faculty shortage and that is very good news because a faculty
shortage, even though it will drive up the unit cost of faculty with research degrees, will

force us to consider a lot of things that we have discussed today. We face in this country

an enormous crisis in science and math education. We are never going to work out of this
crisis if we assume that the only way to teach science or math at a university level is with
somebody with a Ph.D. There are many things that students ought to learn that do not
require didactic exchange between a research faculty member and a learner. Calculus is a
good example, language another. The skills needed to teach a foreign language are quite
different from the skills needed to get a research degree in French literature." Calculus,
writing, and foreign language instruction are all examples of areas where non research
faculty or even non-Ph.D. faculty could be considered as a means to focus resources and

find new efficiencies.135

21. Consider "Competency-Based" Education in Selected Disciplines
(Institution Based)

"Calculus, writing, (and) foreign language should (also) be taught in ways that make the
'course-credit' irrelevant. Competency-based education has never received the attention it

deerves in major research universities If it did, it would change the nature of the
curriculum and the kind of instructors we employ."136

22. Establish positive rewards for both instructional quantity and quality, and
assess the extent to which each are being accomplished
(State and Institution Based)

Considerable time was spent in Section 6 describing the almost total absence of
meaningful reward systems for teaching in research universities, as well as the pervasive

effect this has throughout higher education. William Arrowsmith summarized both the

problem and the solution quite colorfully in The Future of Teaching: "At present the
universities are as uncongenial to teaching as the Mojave Desert to a clutch of Druid

priests. If you want to restore a Druid priesthood you cannot do it by offering prizes for
Druid-of-the-Year. If you want Druids, you must grow forests."137

In attempting to grow these metaphorical forests, "American colleges and universities are

B5The Dynamics of Acadetnic Productivity, op. cit., p. 34.
136Thid 34.

137Arrowsmith, William. "The Future of Teaching," in Improving College Teachgg Washingto D C.:

American Council on Education, 1967, pp. 58-59.
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coming to better understand that higher education is fundamentally a service industry in

need of a better understanding of the educational products it is being asked to
deliver....The literature on management has taught that three elements are key to the

success of a service enterprise. (1) know the customer, (2) commit the organization to
specific service goals, and (3) establish strong feedback loops that continuously measure

the providers' success in achieving these goals."138

22A. Make teaching a central subject of discourse, with institutional leaders taking
primary responsibility for the quality of the discussion. (Institution Based)

22B. Make teaching a subject of intellectual curiosity and creativity, providing
faculty with a forum for demonstrating the importance of teaching to their
disciplines and to one another. (Institution Based)

22C Create programs and/or incentives to encourage collaborative teaching within
and among departments to stress the importance of context and relation in the
acts of learning, thinking, and knowing. (Institution Based)

22D. Make effective teaching a criterion weighted equally with research in the hiring
offaculty, as well as in tenure and promotion decisions. (Institution Based)

"Granting tenure to the superior teacher who chooses to focus on teaching rather

than research will go a long way toward changing how faculties measure their

worth "I 39

22E. Make direct investments in teaching and curricular development that parallels

the institution's direct investments in resenrch and publication.
(State and Institution Based)

22F. Restructure graduate education ta make teaching, the effective packaging of
concepts for teaching, and the development of instructional materials central
components of degree attainment. (Institution Based)

The need to greatly increase the extent to which graduate students are "taught to
teach" was pointed out in a 1985 report prepared by the Association of American
Colleges: "(T)he teaching assistantship is now a device for exploiting graduate

students in order to relieve senior faculty from teaching undergraduates. The
tradition in higher education is to award the degree and then turn the students
loose to become teachers without training in teaching or, equally as ridiculous, to

send the students off without (graduate) degrees, with unfinished research and
incomplete dissertations hanging over their heads while they wrestle with the
responsibilities of learning how to teach. Only in higher education is it generally

assumed that teachers need no preparation, no supervision, no introduction to

138Pew Charitable Trusts. "Learning Slope," Policy Perspectives, November 1991, p. 1.
I 39Pew Charitable Trusts. "Back to Business," Policy Perspectives, September 1990, p. 5.
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teaching.i.140 The AAC report was especially pointed in its remarks about the
quality of training for most teaching assistants when it said "As an initiation rite,
the teaching assistantship is almost invariably a disaster: It says to the initiate that
teaching is so unimportant, we are willing to let you do it "141

23. Make clear who is in charge.
(Institution Based)

23A. Strengthen the hands of department chairs.

23B. Give deans the capacity to make personnel changes more easily and with less
political consequence.

Surnmary
The options outlined in this section are not presented with the intent that they be considered
exhaustive, or even that the individual options necessarily represent good ideas. Instead, it is intended
to provide a fair representation of the kinds of reform initiatives that are being considered, and often
implemented, at colleges and universities across the country. While many specific approaches are
offered, the national literature revealed several common threads that connect them all:

A renewed focus on mission and targeted areas of excellence;

An avoidance of micromanagement in favor of developing incentive and reward
systems which encourage efficiency, quality, and accountability; and

A recognition that a high-quality undergraduate instructional program must lie at the
heart of every college and university.

The following quotations, also taken from this body of literature, convey quite accurately a sense
of the general direction that the higher education policy debate is taking nationally:

"What is clear is that the challenge facing higher education is no different from that facing
most American enterprises. The nation's colleges and universities need to become more
competitive -- leaner, perhaps meaner, certainly more focused, with simpler organizations
and a greater ability to make collective investments in targeted prograi s and projects."142

"The calls urging colleges and universities to improve their productivity are coming thick
and fast (Economist 1992; AGB 1992; Bok 1992). Many institution leaders now agree on
the need for restructuring: the questions are "what" Pnd "how?" One useful formulation
holds that, to restructure, an institution should realign itself with its missions and
markets, reengineer administrative and support services, regain the ability to deploy the

140Association of American Colleges. Integrity in the College Curriculum: A Report to the Academic Community,
(Washington, D.C.: Association of American Colleges), 1985.
141Thid., p. 41.
142The Lattice and the Ratchet, op. cit., p. 5.
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faculty resource, and reform its resource allocation and information systems."143

(Emphasis added)

'A final comment. We are in the midst of a major discussion in American higher
education about restructuring K-12 education. I think the better word is redesign There
is no reason we should not also be prepared to talk about a restructuring or redesign of
higher education. For example, why are we so locked into the 'course' as a basic building

block? What we should be asking is this: how do you put together learning experiences?

If we change the building block structure and break the mold on the curriculum, we would
begin to get at the (academic) ratchet effect. And if you get at the ratchet effect, then you

also get at the underlying problem of cost-price spiral. This may be the moment in our

history when we have to find the internal fortitude to ask basic questions about how this
enterprise is put together, and do it in such a way that over a period of years we can begin

to change the enterprise itself.n144

143Resource Allocation Reform in Higher Education, op. cit., p 1.

144The Dynamics ofAcademic Productivity, op. cit., pp 30-31.
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Section 8. A Framework for Institutional Change
and Promising Examples in Other States

INSTITUTIONS have found that there is no quick-hit strategy that will transform them

overnight into fundamentally more efficient or effective organizations. There are no large

centers of profligate waste and mismanagement to identify and correct. If it were only that

simple. Instead, as the previous sections show, the current problems facing higher education exist

largely at the margin, the result of an incremental shift over time in relative emphasis and focus.

While the process of refocusing institutional priorities and resources must be started and
consistently encouraged from the top, it takes time and is difficult, if not impossible, to mandate

Instead, the process of meaningful change ultimately depends on the cumulative effect of
individual efforts undertaken by faculty, administrators, and support staff working at the local

level

State and higher education leaders have an important role to play in encouraging, prodding, and

even goading institutions into being as effective and efficient as they can be, but there are limits to

what can be accomplished "from the top." Colleges and universities across the country are

discovering that to be truly successful in these efforts, real change can only be brought about as

the result of a widespread institutional commitment to do so. Thus, while it is important to
identify what policy makers might do to encourage this process (see Section 7), it is equally

important to state clearly what cannot be done, what must of necessity be left to campus and

departmental processes to accomplish. Consequently, this section does not focus on quantifying

the likely effects of specific state-level or institutional "options," so much as it highlights the

pivotal role that institution-based mechanisms must play in encouraging a commitment to local

'iange and improvement.

Many of the options outlined in Section 7 are being implemented by colleges and universities right

now in other states However, individual options are not being pursued in isolation; they are
being implemented in the context of broad institutional strategies that are designed to
simultaneously improve institutional efficiency and effectiveness. While there are any number DI.'

approaches that aim to bring about widespread organizational change of this kind, one in

particular is drawing attention from higher education leaders nationally. Specifically, a review of

the current national literature shows that a growing number of institutions are attempting to

reshape their operations at all levels through application of the basic principles of Total Quality

Management (TQM). In order to understand the context underlying these strategies, and the

manner in which they seek to encourage the pursuit of improved efficiency and quality at the local

level, this section provides a brief summary of the basic principles of TQM and how they relate to

the academic setting. Several examples of specific institutional initiatives are also provided.145

145This description of TQM and its relationship to higher education is synthesized in part from an article by Mary

Ann Heverly and Robert Cornesky entitled "Total Quality Management: Increas.ng Productivity and Decreasing

Costs," New Directions for InstautIonal Research, Fall 1992, pp. 103-114.
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Total Quality Management

Definition of TQM
While it is probably not useful here to describe in great detail the Total Quality Management
approach, in general terms it is based on the premise that work can be conducted more efficiently
and effectively without requiring additional resources. TQM begins with data gathering on
customer requirements (e.g., students, society at large, and internal and external clients of
services), operational measures of those requirements, and data gathering on these measures to
determine how well the requirements are being met. That is, how effective the processes are in
delivering what the customers need. Efficiency is improved by gathering data on the processes in
order to bring to light areas of rework or complexity. Removal of rework and complexity frees
resources within a campus that can then be directed toward the real mission of the institution.

TQM offers an institutional culture that drives everyone in the organization to use data as a means
to promote and achieve ongoing improvements in quality and efficiency. In addition, it provides
specific methods and tools for accomplishing those goals. The potential impact on an institution
implementing TQM can be profound and far-reaching, eventually transforming it into what Senge
(1990)146 calls a "learning organization "

Applying TOM to Higher Education
During the 1980s, many American businesses turned to TQM as a means of retaining or regaining
a competitive position in the marketplace During the last half decade, businesses in the service
sector, nonprofit organizations, and government agencies have adopted TQM to help them run
more efficiently in a time of diminishing resources. Although education has lagged behind in
exploring TQM, a groundswell of interest is now emerging as executives and administrators seek
new and better ways to conduct their educational operations.

To give an example of the very local level at which change occurs when using this approach,
Coate (1990)147 has reported on productivity gains resulting from TQM at Oregon State
University, where a team from physical plant studied the process of conducting a remodeling
project, implemented changes based on the data, and reduced the average cycle time by 23
percent. Another team studied a problem with unanswered telephone calls to the office handling
staff benefits. Study of the process led to improvements that boosted answered calls by 40
percent and reduced staff time spent on these calls from 35 percent to 1 percent. The
improvements reaped the additional benefit of reduced complaints from internal customers
(employees).

The importance of the process focus in TQM is illustrated by an example from a team studying
the photocopying system at Delaware County Community College. The volume of copying had
been a concern and it dropped by over 400,000 copies in the first nine months of 1989-90.
However, if this were the only effect of the team's work, one might question whether the results

146senge, P.M.. The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization, (New York:
Doubleday), 1990.
147Coate, L.E.. An Analysis of Oregon State University's Total Quality Management Pilot Program, (Corvallis,

OR: Oregon State University), 1990.
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justified the expenditure of resources to attain them. The most striking result was an average
daily reduction of 11.5 hours in the time secretaries were spending on photocopying

In another example, TQM was implemented in the School of Science, Management, and
Technologies at Edinboro University of Pennsylvania. In initial surveys during the implementation

period, academic department chairs reported that their major problem was an unresponsive and
adversarial administration (the faculty is unionized on this campus). After two years of refining

and instituting the long-range plan and TQM, the department chairs no longer perceived "we

versus them" (union versus administration) to be a problem. The problem, as perceived by the
chairs, was not with the people but with the processes and systems. Although solid academic

programs were initially perceived to be a strength, in two years every program had been
substantially or completely revised.

As a result of the new openness and enthusiasm, several faculty members began to experiment

with different teaching methods: teleclasses, video courses, team projects, case studies, inquiry

methods, and discussion. The experiments were presented at an academic festival and provided

ideas for ftiture research Faculty became interested and attended seminars on teaching-learning

s'yles and syllabus preparation.

Although institution-wide trend data on expenditures are still scarce because implementation has

been recent on many car puses, these specific examples are typical of those found in the literature.

Also, the nature of the TQM approach requires a long-term view because its implementation takes

time and effort. It is not a quick-fix solution, and a significant part of the return on investment

emerges only after a careful and locally based analysis of an institution's functions Nevertheless,

the literature is replete with anecdotal examples of the kind previously de ,cribed.

Implications of TQM: Ongoing Training and Education
Implementation of TQM requires that institutional leaders make a firm and enduring commitment

to changing organizational culture, as well as to educating staff in the specific methods and tools

of Total Quality Management. Opportunities and incentives for putting the method to actual use

must be provided. The effort demands a substantial investment in resources, but if the institution

maintains its commitment to implementing TQM, evidence shows that the time and effort

eventually will be rewarded by a continuing stream ofimprovement projects, both large and small,

that over time will continue to improve both institutional efficixicy and effectiveness.

In one study of the implementation of TQM in educational settings, the results varied according to

the degree to which TQM had actually been adopted.I48 If employees had assimilated the

concepts and were encouraged by managers to use the tools, the return on investment was $33

per $1 invested. If either the process focus or the quality tools was adopted by employees and

supported by managers, the break-even point was reached. If there were no follow-up efforts to

ensure on-the-job applications, the return on investment was negative. The lesson drawn was that

top management had to drive the transformation, not merely give it lip service.

148Wiggenhorn, W.. "Motorola U.: When Training Becomes an Education," Harvard Business Review, 1990, 68,

pp. 71-83.
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Summary
TQM is not the only approach available to institutions in the effort to systematically improve

efficiency and quality at the local level, but its application is becoming increasingly prevalent as

colleges and universities grapple with the challenge of accomplishing more with fewer resources

One strength of TQM, as it relates to higher education, is its reliance on broad incentives coupled

with local decision-making authority. The keys are to set realistic outcome goals; to construct

rational incentive, reward, and accountability systems; and to provide local units with the tools

and authority they need to make decisions consis.ient with them.

(The preceding discussion of Total Ouality Management is based in large part on "Total Quality

Management: Increasing Productivity and Decreasing Costs," by Mary Ann Heverly and Robert

A. Corneslcy, New Directions for Institutional Research, Fall 1992, pp. 103-114.)

The University of Michigan: A Case Study

In 1990, recognizing that it was facing substantial fiscal challenges in the years ahead, the

University of Michigan began a lengthy process of open and honest introspection, the goal being

to engage the entire campus community in a frank conversation about the future of the institution

Of critical importance from the beginning was the willingness of institutional leaders to address

the need for fundamental long-term change. Like many other institutions, one of the products of

this process was a decision by the University of Michigan that it begin implementing its own

version of TQM. However, far more important to California than the specific recommendations

the process generated, is the manner in which leaders created an environment in which the campus

community not only accepted but embraced the need to set priorities and make difficult choices.

The University of Michigan began its "process of renewal" by forming a Task Force on College

Costs and conducting three major analyses which "intended to provide a factual basis for the

discussion of the institution's position, problems, and remedies." They included:

Cost Analysis
"The first analysis was a major review of the University of Michigan's costs during the 1980s.

This study was intended to be the major data source for the work of the task force and was

guided by the most prevalent criticisms aimed at higher education in general (e.g., the

Massy/Zemsky framework) .

Staffing Analysis
"The second major analysis looked at trends in staffing patterns. The staffing analysis sought to

increase understanding about the amount and sources of growth that had occurred by looking at

funding source, job families, and organizational placement ...

Revenue Analysis
"The third analysis was a revenue crystal ball that focused on the revenue streams of the general

fund It presented the history of each revenue source over the past decade, explaining how
increases had been achieved, and then projected each revenue stream to 1995 based on a set of

75
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realistic assumptions. The revenue analysis was an important tool for promoting recognition of
the constrained circumstances that (UM) faces .in the years ahead."149

Task Force Report
The resulting task force report, Enhancing Quality in an Era of Resource Constraints, was
released in June 1990. "The task force viewed the report as the first step in a longer process. It

was not a perfect report with a well-formulated plan, but rather a conceptual 'think-piece' for
change. The intent was to lay issues and recommendations before the university community in
order to begin the process of change. The task force deliberately chose not to make specific
recommendations about budget priorities or reductions but tried instead to provide a framework
for change that, if followed, would lead to significant improvements in the university's ability to
achieve its objectives over the coming years."15°

The University of Michigan and TQM
The University of Michigan has chosen to address its challenges, in part, by applying the
principles of Total Quality Management. After a period of careful internal scrutiny and analysis,
this institution's broad recommendations were grouped into three categories: (1) Cultural Change,
(2) A Quality Approach, and (3) Budgeting and Planning Systems.151 Many of the specific
recommendations resulting from this process were listed and discussed more detail in Section 6,
however they are reproduced here in summary form to show how, for the University of Michigan,

they have been incorporated into broad, yet coherent, cost-containment and quality improvement

strategies.

Cultural Change
More focus on Institutional and Local Missions
Less control and oversight, more accountability
Move decision making down in the organization
More risk taking, less consensus management
Realize the full potential of people in the organization

A Quality Approach
Customer orientation
Take work out of the system
Statement of mission
Innovation by substitution
Have continual improvement as a goal

Budgeting and Planning Systems
Recognize full costs
Tie unit budgets to activities in a direct way
Expand the time frame of budgeting and planning
Budget revenues first

149The University of Michigan Initiatives, op. cit.
150/bid.
151thid.
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While the process under way at the University of Michigan has not been in place long enough to
demonstrate its overall effectiveness, or to quantify the long-term potential for improvement in
quality and efficiency, institutional leaders are convinced that they will succeed. Marilyn Knepp,
Director of the Office of Academic Planning at the University of Michigan recently expressed
that confidence: "We believe that the 1990s will be years of change for us, as significant as that
experienced in the 1980s. Our institutional goal is to meet and shape the challenges that lie ahead,
with the overall excellence of the university as the primary objective. Anticipation of hard times
to come has not lessened our expectations for the university, but we recognize that those
expectations will be harder to realize. The recommendations of the task force provided the
university with a new conceptual framework for identifying solutions to the problems of the
1990s. The Uriversity of Michigan has made progress in many areas mentioned in the report, but
the process of change is ongoing and lengthy...Nevertheless, the leaders of the university are not
daunted by the size of the task that faces them "

For readers interested in exploring additional case studies of institutions that are pursuing their
own comprehensive cost-containment and quality enhancement initiatives, the following works
are recommended

University of Michigan
Knepp, Marilyn. "Renewal in the 1990s. The University of Michigan Initiatives," New Directions

for Institutional Research, Fall 1992.

Oregon State University
Coate, L.E. An Analysis of Oregon State University's Total Ouality Management Pilot Program,

(Corvallis: Oregon State University), 1990.

Syracuse University
Mooney, C.J. "Syracuse Seeks a Balance Between Teaching and Research," Chronicle of

Higher Education, March 25, 1992, pp. Al, A14-A16.

University of Delaware
Middaugh, Michael F., and David E. Hollowell. "Examining Academic and Administrative

Productivity Measures," New Directions for Institutional Research, Fall 1992.

Franldin and Marshall College
Hoffman, Richard B. "Repositioning for the Future: Franklin and Marshall College," New

Directions for Institutional Research, Fall 1992.

Bryn Mawr College
Pew Higher Education Research Program. "Bryn Mawr College Achieving Financial

Equilibrium," Policy Perspectives, 1991, 3 (2), 14B-15B.

7"
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Fox Valley Technical College
Spanbauer, SI Measuring and Costing Quality in Education, (Appleton, Wis : Fox Valley

Technical College Foundation), 1989.

Motorola University
Wiggenhorn, W. "Motorola U.. When Training Becomes an Education," Harvard Business

Review, 1990, 68.
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Section 9. Conclusion

THERE is no silver bullet or quick fix that will improve institutional efficiency and quality,
as the preceding pages clearly show. The process is long-term, laborious, and has as
much to do with changing organizational culture as it has to do with spreadsheets and

ledger books. Indeed, the implications for higher education of both resource reallocation and
cost-containment go far beyond simply finding a way to balance the books during periods of state
budget deficits

The State role for encouraging efficiency and quality improvement in higher education is
substantial. The national literature indicates that for state policy makers to be a productive
influence in this process, it is especially important that they establish reward, incentive, and
accountability systems that recognize broad state goals, while avoiding micromanagement (which
drives up costs at little demonstrable benefit). For these efforts to be successful, however, the
literature is just as clear that institutions must also embrace the challenge themselves.

The common feature of successful initiatives elsewhere in the country seems to be that campuses,
at all organizational levels, have adopted the notion that it is possible to significantly improve
institutional focus ano performance without spending more money. By making this quantum leap

in organizational outlook, colleges and universities are discovering that in many areas they can

significantly reduce costs while improving quality and productivity.

On the other hand, achieving basic changes in institutional culture can also be a difficult and even
painful process. Some fear (incorrectly) that they are admitting to past mismanagement and waste
if they acknowledge that they can now contain costs without sacrificing quality. A joke overheard
at the 1985 Cal-Stanford "Big Game" illustrates the point: A student partisan asks his
companion: "What do Stanford and the Soviet Union have in common?" The companion has no
idea, so the student answers: "Neither can improve, since they both claim they're already

perfect."152

There is much truth in that joke as it related to the forme' USSR (although it no longer applies),

and there is some truth in it t day with regard to elite institutions of all kinds. When one aspires

to be (and maybe even is) the best in the world, there is a natural reluctance to display
vulnerability by conceding that there is still significant room for improvement. This problem
could be particularly pronounced in California, where for decades all three public systems have

legitimately prided themselves as being among the very best in the world at what they do. Still,

being the best is not the same as being perfect, as TQM studies invariably show.

In recent years, institutions as prestigious as Stanford and the University ofMichigan have taken
courageous first steps toward reshaping their operations to meet the challenges of the future.
Remarkably, the leaders of these outstanding universities are finding that sustained cost-
containment efforts and a firm commitment to refocus their institutions are enabling them to
actually improve institutional performance. In light of the monumental challenges facing

152Stanford students tell the same joke about Cal
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California higher education, perhaps the time has also come to consider similar strategies here.

At the same time, this conversation must stay grounded in the understanding that certain aspects
of California's experience are unique. The need for enrollment growth will require that higher
education receive significantly more, rather than fewer, resources in coming years. This means
that instead of generating cash savings for the state, successful cost-containment will produce
opportunities for the internal reallocation of resources in an attempt to maximize efficiency and
hence the number of students who can be accommodated. Over the next twelve years 800,000
more eligible students will seek college admission, ready, willing, and able to succeed. As CPEC
has stated repeatedly, the overriding priority is to preserve quality while accommodating as many
of these students as possible. The real challenge, as the University of Michigan, Stafford, and
others have discovered, is to define quality in terms that are more meaningful than just the status
quo, plus funding for inflation, cost-of-living-allowances, merit salary adjustments, and enrollment
growth.

In higher education's defense, "draconian" is not too strong a word to describe the effect that the
last three years have had on colleges and universities. The budget process has been unpredictable
and non stop, allowing no time for careful planning for the future. Little wonder institutions feel
under siege, given the speed and depth of recent cuts. Nevertheless, this is also one of those rare
occasions when it is possible to ask fundamental questions about how and why we carry out the
business of higher education in the manner we do. California higher education has achieved

greatness on an unprecedented scale, but at this critical juncture institutions cannot afford to cling
blindly to past arrangements, evading a realistic appraisal of what the future now holds for them.
The fact is, the prospect that higher education faces a decade of mounting enrollment pressure
and a declining share of state resources leaves little choice. The real options are evident:
California's public colleges and universities can continue to lurch from year to year, taking cuts on
an ad hoc basis as they bemoan the destruction of a once great system; or, they can begin the
process of setting priorities and planning rationally on how to live, and maybe even flourish, on a

"revenue diet."

It may seem difficult to believe from our current vantage point, but reform efforts under
way in other states tell us that if the crush of the moment can be set aside just long enough
to allow for some careful and systematic planning for the future, then in the end, with
commitment, determination, and patience, California's public colleges and universities may
even emerge from this crisis all the better for having been through it. Recent comments by
some higher education leaders in California are encouraging, as they articulate both an
understanding that this is a long-term challenge, as well as a willingness to consider major
organizational changes as a response. The views and priorities of these leaders will be
critical, since the future of California's next generation of potential college students will
almost certainly depend on which path they choose to follow. One thing is clear, and as
the title of this Occasional Paper implies, business-as-usual will not suffice.

S
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